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Abstract
This thesis identifies operational uncertainty as a significant problem affecting reliable robot
performance in real environments. Operational uncertainty represents ambiguity in a robot’s
self-perceived state during the execution of a task. This ambiguity is introduced into a
robotic system through events such as unanticipated environmental disturbances, failing
hardware and software built upon invalid assumptions. Real environments such as forests,
caves, oceans and space foster operational ambiguity, which confound robot software and
hinder reliable performance.
To address operational uncertainty in the general case, a robot is required to assess
both the environment and itself to determine the nature of a problem and the appropriate
means to react. Environmental assessment (i.e. perception) is a well-understood and highly
addressed problem in robotics research. As such, this thesis focuses upon the latter topic:
self assessment.
This thesis develops a framework called robotic introspection to provide a self-assessment
mechanism for field-capable robots. Robotic introspection models and monitors operational
state (i.e. a robot’s computational state) to assist robotic decision-making. In particular,
this research develops an architectural framework for observing, mapping, localizing and
planning in the space of operating modes.
For this thesis, the subterranean domain is used to describe and illustrate the problem of
operational uncertainty and to implement and experiment with robotic introspection. This
domain is an ideal medium for conveying these concepts and generalizes well to robots operating in other field environments. In addition, the subterranean domain offers exceptional
opportunities for highly-reliable robots. Hazardous, remote and space constrained underground spaces such as mines, tunnels, caves and sewers are difficult environments for people
to access and labor. Information acquired from the subterranean, however, has immense
civil and commercial value. Compact, sensory-tailored robotic systems provide practical
solutions to subterranean information-gathering efforts by reaching spaces and collecting
data on a scale that is not humanly feasible.
The work presented in this document is the first to develop robotic introspection for
autonomy on a field robotic platform. This introspective framework is shown to effectively
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handle uncertain situations, thereby justifying its role on autonomous subterranean robots.
In addition, this work provides irrefutable evidence establishing robots as capable, thorough,
and efficient tools for subterranean data collection. Unique to this research, trials of robot
deployment have occurred in an assortment of underground environments across a spectrum
of conditions including flooded, dry, muddy, confined, open, smoke-filled, borehole entry,
and portal entry. From these trials, this work has produced an unrivaled repository of
subterranean data, including the largest 3-D metric models of interior underground surfaces
known to date.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Subterranean spaces such as mines, tunnels, caves and sewers are dangerous, remote,
space constrained and generally ill-suited for people to access and labor. Information from
the subterranean has immense environmental, civil and commercial value [75, 69]. Compact,
sensory-tailored robotic systems provide practical solutions to subterranean informationgathering efforts by reaching remote spaces, enduring harsh conditions and efficiently collecting data to a degree that was once not feasible. As such, the underground world offers
exceptional opportunities for data-collecting subterranean robots.
As is often the case with opportunity, challenges confound solutions. Rugged terrain,
maze-like tunnels, unanticipated collapses and limited communication persistently oppose
robot performance in underground operations. Although, it is not the physicality of these
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factors that hinders robot capability. Robots can be engineered to traverse rugged terrain
[104] or endure caustic and hostile environments [41]. Rather, the problem facing subterranean robots is in handling uncertainty (situations that are unknown or unanticipated)
with competence. Is there an obstacle blocking the robot’s path or has a muddied sensor
hallucinated a phantom artifact? Ambiguity between the robot’s internally modeled state
and actual state makes encoding the logic to answer such questions difficult. Even when
the application and domain are well-understood, real and complex environments overwhelm
autonomous robots with contingencies [98, 48, 51, 110, 18]. In the subterranean domain
where robots work at vast distances from humans under limited or non-existent communication, failure does not favor robot recovery. Therefore, trustworthy performance is key to
operational success in underground conditions.
This thesis addresses the challenges of mobile robot autonomy for data gathering tasks
in subterranean environments, emphasizing methods that are robust to the uncertainty
present in underground operations. In particular, this thesis examines robotic introspection
as a technique for robot decision-making in the presence of operational uncertainty. Given
a set of operating modes enabling robot functionality, robotic introspection provides an
information-theoretic method to select among these operational contexts when the robot
is uncertain of its operating state. The operating modes presented in this thesis provide
exploration and mapping functionality for mobile subterranean systems. These operating modes are composed of subterranean-proficient extensions to mobile robot algorithms
for perception, navigation, localization, mapping and modeling. The combination of these
environment-encoded algorithms and dynamic mode selection provide domain specialization while diversifying robot capabilities. Robot performance in the subterranean domain is
thereby improved and its likelihood of a successful task completion is increased. Experimental results obtained from robotic exploration and mapping of mines and tunnels verify this
claim, showing significant improvements of reliability and performance over existing fixed
modes of operation and human tele-operation.

1.1

Motivation

Robots are useful tools for work in environments that are hazardous or unpleasant for people.
Adverse conditions translate into design considerations for robot development. Particular
to the subterranean domain, robots can:
• function in harsh subterranean conditions such as explosive gas, low oxygen, corrosive/polluted water, and high temperatures;
• exhibit compact designs to reach remote and space-constrained destinations;
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• be sensory-tailored to acquire data specific to underground conditions;
• document and recall all sensory input; and
• establish a presence in distant subterranean spaces without risk to people.
Coincidentally, the same harsh conditions that motivate robot utilization prohibit robot
designers from witnessing firsthand a robot’s interactions with its surrounding. Knowledge
of these interactions is invaluable to a designer’s ability to troubleshoot problems and ensure
trustworthy performance [18]. The challenge for robot developers is to design systems robust
to faults, imperfect design knowledge and unanticipated environmental interactions.
The aggregate of faults, imperfect design and unanticipated environmental interactions
compose what this thesis terms operational uncertainty. Operational uncertainty effectively
places the robot into an ambiguous state of operation. Characteristics of the subterranean
domain foster operational uncertainty, and so this thesis is motivated to create robotic solutions for underground operations by enabling decision-making that can recognize and handle
undesirable situations. This work is impelled to achieve such trustworthiness since robots
that fail while underground become part of the problem and not the solution [63]. Robotic
systems that can deliver reliable performance will serve numerous roles in subterranean
operations.

1.2

Applications

Robot systems exhibit utility in a number of subterranean applications. This thesis in
particular focuses upon robotic systems designed for the purpose of data collection and
reporting in underground scenarios. Robotic data collection requires (1) a robotic platform
or a team of robots, (2) a suite of sensors relevant to measuring underground conditions,
and (3) the mobility, manipulation, sensing and autonomy capabilities required to collect
data samples. With these components, robotic systems can perform the following datacollection services. NOTE: The images in this section are extracted from case-studies of
robotic deployments conducted during the field research portion of this work.
Prevent Mine Accidents and Subsidence. The mining industry is a tremendous producer and consumer of underground information. Mine floods like those at Quecreek1 ,
Zapadnaya2 , and Daxing3 are recent reminders that missing or inaccurate mine documentation yield costs measurable in lost productivity and remediation expenses, not
1

June 2002: The Quecreek Coal Mine in Pennsylvania floods leaving 9 miners trapped for 3 days.
October 2003: The Zapadnaya Coal Mine in southern Russia floods leaving 46 miners trapped for 6
days.
3
August 2005: The Daxing Coal Mine in southern China floods killing 123 miners.
2
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(a) Natural Cave.

(b) Limestone Mine.

Figure 1.1: Voids that pose subsidence risks. (a) This laser scan shows a large natural
cave discovered under a construction site. The vertical lines indicate the location of
exploratory boreholes that were drilled to discover the void. This scan accurately predicted the breach location of exploratory boring EXP-F, which occurred approximately
24 meters beneath the surface. Volumetric estimates taken from this scan also provided
an estimate of fill material needed, which fell within 10% of the true amount determined
during the fill. (b) This surface plot shows a large subterranean void that was once a
limestone mine. Located under construction site, this void was reported backfilled until
this scan showed otherwise.
to mention the incalculable value of human life. Subsidence4 and ground water contamination also consume significant resources as collapsing, under-mined towns, landfills
and roads are rebuilt and cleansed of pollutants [101]. Prevention of these occurrences
require accurate mine maps, volumetric estimates, structural analysis and environmental assessments of underground voids and modern methods for modeling problematic
spaces are not adequate to information demands. Robotic technologies, on the other
hand, are well-suited to the collection and assemblage of underground data (see Figure
1.1).
Mine Rescue Reconnaissance. In mine rescue, fast and accurate information is critical
to the preservation of human life. What is the state of the mine? Where are the
miners? What are the oxygen levels? What is the fastest and safest route to trapped
miners? Normally, the only way to answer these questions is to send trained rescue
personnel into harm’s way. Because of the tremendous risk to mine rescuers, the
4

Subsidence: a sinkhole formed due to a collapsing underground void
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process of mine rescue is slow and daunting. Mobile robots, on the other hand, provide
a fast and accurate means of reconnaissance that does not endanger the lives of rescue
workers.

(a) Sewer Pipe Top.

(b) Sewer Pipe Front.

Figure 1.2: Sewer pipe inspection. These figures show two perspectives of a section of sewer
pipe inspected with robotic laser scanning. These colors represent corrosion and buildup
as compared to original pipe specification. Image (a) shows a top-down view with blue
indentations. Image (b) reveals these indentations to be severe projections into the pipe
caused by plant roots.

Automated Inspection. Beyond prevention and response to mining accidents, robots are
useful for regular and rigorous inspection of underground environments. For example, mines are routinely inspected for air quality, temperature and air flow; sewers
require regular inspection for corrosion and build-up; natural caves are monitored for
structural stability; human-made tunnels undergo geologic evaluation of rock quality;
etc. Robot inspection enables data collection on a massive scale, methodically documenting, synchronizing and recalling sensory input throughout the full duration of an
underground deployment. Data gathered by such means enables virtual reconstruction
of a subterranean interior that is superior to existing underground documentation (see
Figure 1.2).
Remote Science and Exploration. Although safety and structural analysis are common
pursuits for subterranean information gathering, scientific inquiry is another compelling application for exploration of the underground [30]. Robotic submersibles,
such as the Deep Phreatic Thermal Explorer, or DepthX [45], explore deep, waterfilled sink holes to observe unique lifeforms that survive in extreme and inhospitable
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conditions. Future planetary explorers are currently being designed to bury or drill
deep within barren extraterrestrial terrain in search of water or signs of life. These
robots push the frontier of science by exploring underground locations unreachable to
human counterparts.
Resource Discovery. Energy exploration requires technology that can locate new mineral
reserves and monitor the depletion of existing reserves. For example, older abandoned
coal mines that were mined inefficiently have the potential to be reopened; however,
remote investigation of these abandoned mine workings is needed to assess the remaining coal deposits and ecologic impact of “re-mining” (see Figure 1.3). Oil companies
are also in need of sensing and modeling tools to understand the geology of potential
drilling locations. In these cases, robots permit the direct inspection of new and distant mineral reserves, or can meticulously monitor the quantity and rate of mineral
removal at active operations.

(a) Segment of an Unmapped Coal Mine.

(b) Alignment of Flooded Mine Workings.

Figure 1.3: Discovering abandoned mine workings. (a) This plot shows laser scans of
two abandoned mine entry portals that were blocked and buried. The series of markers
labeled with B’s show the location of exploratory borings used to discover the voids.
Only two out of the seven borings hit void, but the laser scans clearly show the extent
and orientation of the voids - including a mined section not reported on the existing
mine map (indicated in the enclosed dotted line). (b) This plot shows a series of four
sonar scans, which are overlaid upon an existing mine map. These scans were used
in conjunction with a geophysical survey to align and lock the mine map to surface
coordinates [39].

These applications present strong arguments favoring the role of robots in underground
data collection; however, the broader impact of subterranean sensing machines resides in
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the production of high fidelity, globally referenced data. The world already abounds with
repositories of geologic surface data that are widely accessible to the public. Subterranean
data can extend these repositories to incorporate information from the underground. The
resulting utility for such data is thereby limited only by the creativity of people. Land
developers could, for example, have a way to assess ground structure before investing in a
site, which is important to those who purchase property over mined areas [100]. Geologic
researchers could have a diverse and unique collection of underground data for research and
education. Data collected from mines could provide realistic training material for future
generations of miners, inspectors and accident response teams. In general, the discoveries
made through data collection in the subterranean enable greater understanding of the world
beneath the surface.
Beyond data-gathering subterranean systems, the possibilities for underground robots
are vast. Automated mining, which includes autonomous machines that extract minerals,
secure the roof and haul material, has and continues to be a vision for robotics [84, 25, 26].
Robots that can actively bore into the ground have use in industrial, military, scientific,
agriculture and space applications. Autonomous systems that can clean and repair sewers,
pipes and tanks [27, 50, 88] have a bright future as these structures are numerous, infused
into the modern world, and in constant need of repair. Broadly speaking, systems that
physically interact with the subterranean domain promise cheap, clean, efficient, reliable
and safe solutions to arduous underground tasks. Such systems are increasingly complex
and will need to address problems beyond systems that only gather data; however, the payoff
for capable systems is significant.
In the interest of this thesis, application discussions are restricted to data-gathering
mobile robots. Duties of these systems include the ability to navigate, explore, map, document, and model subterranean environments. Unique to this research, experimental trials
of robots performing these tasks have occurred in a variety of underground environments,
including active and abandoned coal mines, limestone mines, tunnels, caves, and sewers. For
each of these environments, a spectrum of conditions, including wet, dry, confined, open,
borehole entry, and portal entry have been explored. As such, this dissertation presents
the most comprehensive examination to date of robotic deployments in diverse underground
scenarios.

1.3

Problem Summary

Reliable operation is a necessity for robotic systems that work in the subterranean domain
where human assistance is beyond reach. The culmination of faults and unexpected environmental conditions, which are prevalent in underground operations, create ambiguity in
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the robot’s perceived state of operation. Autonomy design that handles this operational
uncertainty is therefore a significant problem facing subterranean robots.

1.4

Thesis Statement

This thesis asserts that an introspective framework built upon a foundation of domainencoded algorithms enables reliable performance for mobile robots operating in subterranean
environments.

1.5

Thesis Overview

This thesis presents a collection of subterranean-proficient algorithms and a cohesive informationtheoretic framework that allow mobile robots to topologically explore and map a variety of
underground environments. In the following chapters, the challenges of subterranean robot
operation are characterized, algorithmic solutions are described and examined, and results
from a variety of subterranean environments are presented.
In Chapter 2, the subterranean domain is characterized in terms of the challenges
that must be addressed for mobile robotic systems. These individual challenges coalesce
into a generalized problem of mobile robotic operation for the subterranean domain where
subterranean-proficient algorithms and multi-mode autonomy become necessary for robust
performance.
Chapter 3 provides foundation material. Concepts that are important to the introspection framework, such as techniques for robotic introspection, subterranean robots, robot
architecture and information theoretic planning, are discussed.
Chapter 4 overviews the framework of robotic introspection for exploration and mapping
of subterranean environments. The formulation and mechanics of the introspective system
are described and two illustrative examples are presented. Note that this chapter presents
a high-level description of the introspection framework. Additional algorithmic information
is provided in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5 presents results from a collection of studies and experiments designed to examine the abilities of introspection. These studies are largely based upon robotic exploration
and mapping of subterranean environments.
Chapter 6 describes robotic survey and presents field data from deployments in limestone
mines, coal mines, and tunnels of various rock type. Robotic survey is a technique for
autonomously surveying long stretches of underground space. This technique utilizes the
autonomy system described in this thesis to effectively and efficiently coordinate complex
surveying behaviors.
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Chapter 7 concludes this thesis with a synopsis of this work, a list of contributions to
robotics research and a description of future work.

Chapter 2

Problem Description
“Exactly what the computer provides is the ability not to be rigid and unthinking
but, rather, to behave conditionally. That is what it means to apply knowledge
to action: It means to let the action taken reflect knowledge of the situation, to
be sometimes this way, sometimes that, as appropriate. . . . In sum, technology
can be controlled especially if it is saturated with intelligence to watch over how it
goes, to keep accounts, to prevent errors, and to provide wisdom to each decision.”
- Allen Newell, from Fairy Tales
This chapter presents the problem of operational uncertainty for mobile subterranean
robots. Operational uncertainty creates ambiguity in a robot’s self-perceived state during
execution of a task. Operational uncertainty is the reason a robot would mistake a spot of
mud on a sensor for an obstacle in the environment. Consequently, this type of uncertainty
leads the robot to make inappropriate decisions during operation. The subterranean domain
abounds with characteristics that foster operational uncertainty; therefore, knowledge of
these characteristics provide insight as to where, how and why mobile robots act undesirably
while operating underground.
Each domain challenge described in this section is linked to the decision-making facilities
of a mobile robot. Autonomy for underground operations is addressed as a collection of
interrelated algorithmic sub-problems that correlate to these characterized areas. As will
be shown, successful autonomous operation requires both a cohesive solution to each of the
individual sub-problems as well as means to disambiguate the robot’s operating context and
choose the appropriate response to the prevailing situation.

2.1

Characterization of the Subterranean

Subterranean spaces pose many challenges to mobile robotic operation. The size, debris
content, moisture level, ambient air composition and access of subterranean spaces are
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mandatory considerations that influence the form and functionality of robot systems. To
better understand the complexities of work underground, the following list summarizes those
subterranean characteristics that significantly impact robot design and decision-making.
Limited Accessibility. The two standard means of accessing subterranean voids are portals and boreholes (Figure 2.1). Portals are the primary entryways into subterranean
spaces, characterized as being large enough for people and equipment to easily pass.
Boreholes, which are human-made holes drilled from the surface, are much smaller
than portals and are not designed for human and equipment traffic. Portals allow
the most flexibility in robot design, but are frequently sealed or blocked. Alternatively, boreholes are comparatively easier to create and grant entrance to otherwise
unreachable areas, but restrict the size and payload of a robot.
Accessibility directly effects the exteroceptive components of an autonomous system.
Portal entries permit flexibility of sensory payloads while boreholes are restrictive.
Usage of a particular sensor type has a trickle-down effect upon perception, navigation,
localization, and high-level decision making as these components depend upon the
sensing capabilities of the robot.
Constrained Volumes. Underground voids differ greatly in size: height and width vary
anywhere from a few centimeters to tens-of-meters with void lengths measurable in
kilometers. The height and width dimensions (i.e. the cross-sectional plane) constrain
robot size while the length (i.e. extent) of a void influences the required robot mobility
and sensor range.
Void volume has a direct impact upon the perception and navigation of an autonomous
mobile robot. In large, open underground environments, such as those seen in limestone mines, the robot has ample space to drive. In tight, confined corridors, such
as those seen in coal mines or sewers, the robot is constrained to drive in close proximity to the walls. In addition, confined spaces force navigation-essential sensors to
be placed closer to the ground thereby restricting the visibility range. This situation
increases the challenges of obstacle detection and avoidance.
Water. Most underground voids contain water, whether the amount is as small as a shallow
puddle or as large as complete submersion (Figure 2.2a). Voids where the nominal
water-depth does not exceed a few centimeters are termed “dry”; voids that are fully
submerged are termed “wet”; and voids with water depths between these extremes are
termed “mixed”. These categories impact the mobility and sensing configuration of
a robot (e.g. dry spaces favor wheels and lasers whereas wet spaces favor fins and
sonar).

2.1. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SUBTERRANEAN

(a) Portal.
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(b) Borehole.

Figure 2.1: Limited access to the subterranean imposes robot design constraints.

(a) Mine portal with water.

(b) Mine collapse.

Figure 2.2: (a) “Yellow boy,"” an iron oxide and sulfate deposit from acidic mine water.
(b) A haulageway, abandoned for only a year, exhibits roof beam collapses with fallen
cabling, pipes, rock and roof bolts.

(a) Mine map.

(b) Mine fire damage.

Figure 2.3: (a) Room-and-pillar mining creates highly cyclic and symmetric underground structure, which is difficult for robot localization. (b) Ignition of methane results
in mine fires, which cause significant surface damage.
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Water is problematic for mobile robot autonomy. Water puddled on the ground can
confuse perception by giving the appearance of level floors when there is actually a
depression. Water that drips from the ceiling onto a sensor can obscure visibility to
give the appearance of phantom artifacts. In either case, water can distort the true
state of the world.
Gases. Dry environments can house pockets of explosive or corrosive gas. In abandoned
mines and sewers, for example, methane gas is commonly encountered and will ignite
if exposed to spark or open flame. Electric motors and open electronics are possible
sources of ignition; therefore, explosive threats must be avoided through robot design
and sensing.
Handling explosive gas is a shared electro-mechanical problem and a decision-making
problem. Research and development of industrial mining equipment has produced
a number of solutions to the electro-mechanical problems, such as explosion-proof
enclosures1 . Robots must decide how to respond when dangerous concentrations of
gas are detected. In the mining industry, regulations, permissions and standards
dictate how equipment are to be treated in such scenarios and, as the next item will
describe, permissibility logic must be encoded into the operation of robotic systems.
Permissions. When working in hazardous spaces, such as those that threaten explosion,
safety is as much a concern for the robot as for the establishments near or above the
void (Figure 2.3b). Mandated safety regulations dictate the permissible electronics,
construction materials, and functionality of a subterranean robot.
Permissibility directly effects the high-level decision making components of an autonomous system. A robot will have to reason about the most appropriate response
given the safety rules and task. In coal mining, regulations require mine equipment
be turned off in high concentrations of methane gas. An autonomous system must
abide by this rule in normal operations, but extraordinary circumstances, such as
mine rescue or post-accident investigation, may require this rule to be compromised.
In subterranean operations, robots will be required to make judgments based upon
both the state of the environment and the nature of its task.
Terrain. Unlevel terrain and dense obstacle distributions, such as the aggregate buildup of
a sewer line or the fallen beams, rock, and forgotten mining artifacts of an abandoned
mine, require a robot to get around, go over, or push through diverse terrain conditions
and obstacle types (Figure 2.2b).
1

Explosion-proof describes a electronics housing that contains an explosion as to halt its propagation
into the environment.
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Terrain conditions impose robotic perception and navigation challenges. Perception
requires a 3D representation of the world as obstacles can project from walls and
ceilings as well as the floor. Navigation must negotiate subterranean terrain, which
is comparable to conditions that outdoor mobile systems experience: steep grades,
negative obstacles (i.e. holes in the ground), and variable ground stability.
Absence of Illumination. Subterranean voids are dark. Robots must therefore provide
their own illumination or employ active sensing such as lasers or sonar.
The absence of light affects a number of autonomy processes. Dark environments necessitate sensor types amenable to low illumination or require the robot to provide
illumination. Low-light video, lasers and sonar are ideal for such work as these sensor types allow long range visualization of the subterranean with reasonable power
consumption. When illuminating the subterranean, the robot chooses the appropriate
times to activate lights as lighting quickly consumes batter power. As such, perception
processes are based upon low-light sensing paradigms and planning processes decide
when to power lights.
Communication. Communication with most robots is managed by tether or radio; however, these technologies are limited underground. Tethers hinder maneuverability and
readily catch or become damaged in the debris of subterranean voids. Radio waves
cannot penetrate rock, limiting radio communication to areas with line-of-sight between the transceivers. In general, GPS, remote commands, or distress signals are not
feasible underground.
Restricted communication in turn places great importance on reliability and robustness
to failure. A robot operator generally cannot access a robot to diagnose its state; robots
therefore require the capability to self-diagnose and resolve problems on their own.
Void Structure. The more cyclic and homogeneous the structure of a subterranean void,
the greater the challenge to robot localization. Highly cyclic spaces, like that of roomand-pillar mines and caves (Figure 2.3a), can quickly disorient a robot.
Robust localization is a critical requirement for mobile subterranean robots. A robot
must either (1) know where it resides at all times as there will be few opportunities
to communicate with the surface should it become lost, or (2) realize that it is lost
and takes recovery actions. Prior maps both help and hurt this situation as such
maps are useful for planning initial paths prior to deployment, but are likely to be
inaccurate. The utilization of prior maps adds an additional element of complexity
to the localization problem since a robot must disambiguate inaccuracies in the map
from uncertainty in position.
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The culmination of these void characteristics represents an immense challenge for robotic
operations. As mentioned, an obscured sensor can hallucinate phantom obstacles, but it can
also confuse the robot’s localization system. In this scenario, the ability to self-diagnos the
situation, that is, to compare the likelihood of the world being the cause for internal disturbances to the likelihood that such disturbances originate internally, poses an interesting
problem. Could a robot be programmed with an awareness of situation as to disambiguate
events of the environment from events from within?
The argument made by this thesis is that yes, robots can have this awareness capability. With situational awareness comes an understanding as to how characteristics of the
environment effect internal processes. In this section, characteristics of the subterranean
domain have been outlined and mapped into problems of robot autonomy. In the sections
that follow, these problems will be refined into the problem of operational uncertainty for
subterranean operation.

2.2

Problem Defined

The aim of this thesis is to develop autonomy for mobile robots to explore and map subterranean environments. This thesis examines interrelated methods of perception, navigation,
localization and introspection that are essential to subterranean robotic systems. What this
thesis demonstrates is that simple, domain-specific algorithms sufficiently address subterranean challenges within a situational context. The true problem lies in identifying when
the assumptions of the operating context have been violated, thereby allowing the robot “to
let the action taken reflect knowledge of the situation”.
As such, a robot shall be composed of a set of operational modes, denoted X, that
are formed from elements of perception, navigation, localization, etc. Each mode, x ∈ X,
enables the robot to interact with an environment where, for example, xi could be a mode
that allows the robot to drive to a particular location and xj could be a mode of exploration.
The robot also has the ability to choose these modes via a selection action, u, which permits
the robot to transition from xi to xj . The complete set of selection actions, U , permits the
robot to transition from any one state in X to in any other state.
Selection actions are not the only mechanisms that cause operational state transition, and
this is where the core problem arises. Nature actions, Θ, also cause transition in operational
state, often forcing a robot out of a selected mode of operation. Nature actions are not
instigated by the robot and occur due to environmental disturbances, failing hardware, or
software design upon invalid assumptions (see Figure 2.4). When a nature action transpires,
operational uncertainty, Ψ, leaves the robot in a set of possible operating states, Xnew ⊂ X.
Therefore, the problem identified by this thesis is in disambiguating the robot’s new mode
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of operation following a nature action and determining the sequence of selection actions that
enable the robot to continue task completion.

2.3

Problem Example

Figure 2.4: Uncertain operating conditions can lead to ambiguous state. Here, a robot in
a navigation state experiences a nature action, which causes an unintended change in its
operating state. Uncertainty present in the environment and system means the robot could
be stopped at an obstacle, broken or misinterpreting the sensed world.
Imagine a mobile robot operating in an unknown subterranean environment in the form
of an abandoned mine. This robot is given a navigation task that requires it to traverse
stretches of corridor. Ultimately, this robot will come back to its start location, such as
a mine entry, where data logged from its sensors is used to assess the mine’s condition.
As such, the robot appropriately engages an operating mode that allows it to fulfill this
navigation objective.
After driving a specified length of mine corridor, the robot commences its return. Upon
attempting to leave the mine, the only known exit appears to have shrunk such that the
robot has no way of leaving. What could have caused this situation?
• Did something change in the environment to shrink the exit?
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• Did a sensor fail and lead to a phantom obstacle, such as expanded walls, to appear?
• Did a process fail or misinterpret the sensed world?
• Did the robot confuse its position?
In this case, a nature action has placed the robot into an undesirable state and opera-

tional uncertainty has hidden the true state among a collection of possible states (see Figure
2.4). For example, the world could have changed around the robot; a sensor could have failed
or become obscured; or, a process could be confused. Clearly, to escape this predicament,
the robot must engage an alternative mode of operation; however, each possible state requires a different recovery strategy. If the world changed, the robot must attempt to push
through the blockage or search for an alternative exit. If a sensor failed, the robot must use
an alternative sensing configuration to navigate. If the robot is confused about its position,
it must attempt to re-localize itself before continuing.
Experience in deploying robots into subterranean environments has provided the basis
for this example scenario. Here is a list of situations encountered in coal mines that are
known to produce such effects:
Water. Water and water vapor can enter electronic housings to short sensing equipment.
Mud from floors or ceilings can adhere to sensor covers and obscure robot vision.
Rock Dust. Rock dust is a powdery ground material that is dispersed upon exposed coal
surfaces. Rock dust suppresses the propagation and risk of widespread explosions in
bituminous coal mines. This dust can also accumulate in piles, to give the appearance
of terrain that the robot can traverse. When the robot attempts to drive over a pile
of rock dust, the vehicle will sink. To low-mounted sensors, rock dust piles give the
appearance of walls.
Inaccurate Maps. Mine maps seldom reflect the true state of a mine. Intersections will
be blocked with equipment or fallen material, or new corridors may exist that are not
described on the map. Prior to deployment, the mine map is the only information
available for a robot to plan a path; however, the robot must take into account map
inaccuracies when localizing.
Collapse. The tremendous pressure of earth bearing down upon man-made subterranean
voids causes ceiling collapses and wall spalling. Both collapse and spall change the
layout of a mine. Such events do not occur at high frequency, but the unpredictability
with which they do occur is yet another scenario the robot must consider.
Airborne Particulate. Smoke, caused by mine fires, and airborne rock dust, caused by
ventilation, can blind visual sensors such as cameras or lasers.
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In general, these situations are all examples of nature actions that place the robot into an
unknown or undesired state. How best the robot responds to these nature actions is determined by the robot’s level of understanding with regards to its environment, its subsystems
and its situational context.

2.4

Requirements and Scope

Paraphrasing the problem description, the problem addressed in this thesis is in determining
when and how to switch a robot’s mode of operation. In the traditional planning nomenclature, this problem is equivalent to localizing and planning in the space of operational
modes. As these modes of operation are designed to allow robots to work underground, the
elemental processes that compose these modes will be tailored to subterranean characteristics. Therefore, the technical interpretation of switching among modes of operation is a
reconfiguration of interaction between elemental processes.
This work addresses two key areas of this problem. The first area addresses the elemental component processes that enable subterranean robot operation, and the second area
addresses dynamic reconfiguration of these component processes to localize and plan in the
space of operation modes. These areas are broad in scope; therefore, Table 2.1 outlines the
requirements and restrictions for the subterranean portion of this work. The first column
lists the subterranean characteristics described earlier in this chapter. The second column
specifies the limitation of scope or assumptions made in this work.

Table 2.1: Requirements and Scope for Subterranean Robot Autonomy
Characteristic
Limited access
Constrained volume
Water
Gas
Permissions
Terrain
Communication
Void Structure

Scope/Assumption
Consider systems sized for portal entry
Consider low-profile, mobile system
Consider shallow puddles and drips
Will not operate in high methane area
Restricted to non-explosive environments
Restricted to low-speed navigation
Opportunistically use communication
Considers environments with topological structure

As shown in Table 2.1, this work considers autonomy for portal-deployable mobile robots
in mostly dry, non-explosive subterranean environments conducive to topological methodologies. The robotic tasks are restricted to data-collecting roles where the robot will either
explore an unknown environment or navigate a partially known environment. The operating
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modes that perform these tasks are composed of elemental processes specific to topologicallybased data-collection tasks. The configuration of processes that compose modes of operation
are assumed to predefined.

Chapter 3

Foundational Components
This chapter overviews the concepts upon which this thesis is built. These concepts are
categorized as techniques for robotic introspection, subterranean robots, robot architecture
and information theoretic planning.

3.1

Techniques for Robotic Introspection

Introspective knowledge, considered to be an essential component to robot operation in the
“common sense” world [64], defines an ability to self-observe, model and intelligently alter
internal state. Robotic introspection is a relatively new and unexplored area of robotics
research compared to traditional robotics problems such as localization [49, 99], motion
planning [53, 21] and mult-robot coordination [24, 23, 1]. Why? Robotic introspection
methodology approaches robot development as an observer rather than an engineer [33].
Robotic introspection relies upon existing solutions to fundamental robot problems to enable
observation. For this reason, the strengths of introspection reside in an ability to transcend
the operational context, thereby making introspection useful in behavior modeling and fault
recovery applications.
Behavior modeling allows for the prediction, planning and explanation of robot performance to a given task. Work by Fox, Ghallab, Infantes and Long [33, 42] has examined
the application of unsupervised learning to estimate hidden Markov models for indoor navigation behaviors. Such work demonstrates that stochastic learning techniques from signal
processing can be used to learn a hidden Markov model of robot behavior as it executes a
given task.
Fault identification and recovery allows for robust robot operation and has long been
a significant research problem for robotic systems [18, 51]. Introspective approaches, such
as those by Bongard, Kykov and Lipson [13], internalize and dynamically construct models
of robot operation to identify and recover from faults. Such techniques have been shown
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successful in recovering from leg failures on a legged mobile robot [43]. Another form of
predictive modeling for robotic faults, known as fault forecasting, attempts to estimate the
likelihood and severity of potential faults. In [110], Verma explores the use of particle filters
for fault diagnosis, which is based upon hybrid state estimation techniques such as those
used for robot localization and mapping [99].
Outside of robotics, work in computational dependability also addresses the fault diagnosis and recovery. Computational dependability is identified as the trustworthiness of a
computational system to complete an assigned task through the relationship of three concepts: faults, errors, and failures [8, 9]. A system failure is an event that occurs when
delivered service deviates from expected service due to error. Error, therefore, is the part
of the system state that caused the failure. A fault is the adjudged or hypothesized cause of
an error. Faults, as opposed to failure, are assumed to be part of a system for many system
designs. For this reason, a fault is active when it produces an error and dormant when it
does not. Failure, which is an undesired system event, must be avoided in the presence of
faults.
Work by Randell [80, 81] and Avižienis [7] has addressed key aspects of error detection,
recovery, and fault handling through a concept known as design diversity. Design diversity
views data as a streaming entity that passes through a computational system via “channels” where each channel exhibits the same functionality, but under different designs and
implementations.
In modern robotic systems, dependability is primarily addressed through fault prevention
(i.e. how to prevent the occurrence or introduction of a fault) and fault removal (i.e. how
to work around or remove faults to continue correct operation). Both fault prevention and
fault removal are handled through the process of robot development. In the context of
software processes, robot algorithms are designed, implemented, tested, and reworked to
remove obvious faults that occur during code construction. In this manner, people serve as
the robot’s introspection components by monitoring and maintaining the robot to eliminate
faults that escape detection during development phase. While this process may ultimately
deliver a dependable system, manual introspection is labor intensive and requires a team of
human experts equipped to diagnose and correct problems as they arise.
This work offers a unique contribution to the development of robots through introspection. This thesis examines the use of process information and data flow to automate the
monitoring and recovery of robot operational state. This dissertation is also the first work
to present an introspection system for operation on a field-worthy robot. It is worth noting,
however, that this thesis is not directly concerned with the identification of faults as there is
an abundance of research for fault detection on robots [110, 18, 51]. Inherently, faults represent one possible nature action; however, nature actions also stem from a larger contingency
of possible problems. In this work, faults, the environment, and improper assumptions are
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all modeled as nature actions where operational uncertainty then becomes the problem.

3.2

Subterranean Robots

Subterranean robotics is a field of research that explores robot design for work underground
[75]. In this area, the subterranean robotics approach is identified by rugged robot construction, environment-hardened sensing and task-specific software. Consequently, the systems
to emerge from this field of study have been demonstrated as proficient, field-capable machines. Reliability in underground operations, however, is a problem not yet solved. The
marriage of robust decision-making with field-worthy robotics, which embodies the complementary aspects of the introspection framework to topological autonomy for subterranean
robots, will give rise to robots for long-term sustainability in underground work.
Historically, the first platform to explore the notion of robotic underground operation
was a six-wheeled, multi-purpose research vehicle known as “Terregator” [19]. During the
mid 1980’s, Terregator semi-autonomously navigated sections of mine corridor using sonar
and laser for position estimation and obstacle avoidance, which, at the time, marked a
milestone in robotic accomplishment. The data logged from navigation was later processed
into a map of the mine’s interior.

(a) Terregator.

(b) Cave Crawler.

Figure 3.1: Mobile subterranean robots.

In recent years, advances in sensing and computation have spawned a generation of subterranean robots that push the frontier of robotic exploration, mapping and autonomous
capabilities. Borehole-deployable systems such as the FERRET series [70, 69] are compact
laser and sonar scanning systems with integrated inertial measurement and video sensing.
These systems acquire high-fidelity 3D range data from both dry and submerged void spaces
for the purposes of mine map correction, volume estimation, structural analysis and verification of geophysical methods[28, 83, 46]. Mobile robots, such as GROUNDHOG and
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CAVECRAWLER [68, 90, 11], are also automating the collection of range, atmospheric
and photographic data over kilometers of mine. The resulting models produced by these
machines are unmatched in terms of the quality and quantity of information available.
In addition to subterranean information-gathering, mining operations are a target application for robotic development - promising safer, more efficient coal production through
automated machinery. MINER [97], for example, is an automated continuous miner for coal
extraction. Continuous miners are large mining machines that cut ore directly from the
mine’s face without the use of explosives. These machines also load coal onto conveyors
or shuttle cars, where the material is removed from the mine. MINER mined coal without
human assistance through the use of off-board lasers for precision position and orientation
[94]. Accurate positioning allowed MINER to direct its spinning cutting head to break coal
away. Although commercial versions of this robotic technology have yet to play an active
role in mining, this system successfully demonstrated the ability of autonomous machinery
to perform such hard labor.
Once coal is extracted from the earth, the next important phase in coal production is
transport. As such, robotic technology is also finding application in the automated haulage
of mined minerals and equipment. Robotic systems such as Autonomous Guidance Vehicles
(AGVs) [6] and CSIRO’s Load-Haul-Dump truck (LHD) [52, 25, 26, 87, 85, 84], tackled
the problems of navigation, localization and obstacle avoidance for heavy-payload hauling
machines. CSIRO’s LHD system exemplified this research, using non-intrusive methods
to guide autonomous machinery. Localization and navigation were accomplished through
knowledge of a mine’s topological structure and information gathered from prior humandriven runs.
The integration of mine mapping with mine automation is a recent research merger
with compelling results. Robust methods of navigation for LHD systems, also known as
automated tramming systems, are being researched through the utilization of 2D metric
mine maps [60]. These maps, built from on-board planar LIDAR, provide obstacle avoidance, position correction and localization capabilities for the autonomous haulage platform.
Interestingly, such research presents yet another, if somewhat reciprocal, application for accurate, robot-acquired subterranean maps: assisting in the development and programming
of future robotic systems.
The greatest challenge facing the subterranean robots resides in addressing reliability
and robustness. Whether the device is suspended by tether and cable while hanging from
a borehole or untethered and autonomously driving along corridors, much can go wrong
in the great distance between human and machine [63, 18]. Tethers break, hardware fails
and software is fallible. In separate deployments, both the FERRET and GROUNDHOG
robots experienced situations where each robot was nearly trapped underground due to
mechanical or software faults[11]. As future subterranean robots become smaller, more
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capable and incorporate new sensing configurations for increasingly daring applications,
robotic operation will become open to more problems. The inevitable growth of these
machine across all fronts reiterates the need for solutions that contend with uncertainty
both in the robot and its workplace.

3.3

Architectures

A robot architecture defines the structure and organization of robot hardware and software
for the creation of robotic capabilities. Classic robot architecture is described in three basic
archetypes: deliberative, reactive and hybrid. These components differ in (1) the handling of
sensory data, (2) the software components necessary to build robot functionality and (3) the
arrangement of components to facilitate robot operation. Robotic introspection is designed
to monitor, dynamically adapt and evolve a computational system through observation
and modeling of these components. This difference identifies the fundamental distinction
between architecture and introspection: architecture builds robot decision-making whereas
introspection grows and evolves it. For this reason, robotic introspection resides as close to
the architect as to the architecture.

Deliberative Robot Architectures
The procedural view of the robot depicted in Figure 3.2a describes a data path where data
enters the system through sensing, is manipulated by computational process and emerges
as actions in an environment. Robot architectures that originate from this viewpoint are
normally described by the relationship of three primitives: sense, plan and act [71]. The hierarchical model, as seen in Figure 3.2, was the first and among the more popular archetypes
to follow the sense-plan-act (or SPA) cycle. In this abstract model, data flowed from sense
to plan where sense tokenized data into symbols that could be manipulated by plan. Plan
thereby outputs a symbolic plan to act, which decomposes this plan into control signals for
motor actuators.
The prototypical robot to exhibit this architecture was Shakey [74], notably the first mobile robot to deliberate upon its actions. Shakey used cameras, bump sensors and a range
finder to build models of its environment, which were then processed by a planner employing the STRIPS algorithm [72]. Under this architecture, the robot was able to navigate
laboratory floors, provided nothing within its path changed between the time of sensing and
action. This type of architecture became known as a “deliberative” system, characterized
by its centralization of sensory data into a single planning component. Characteristically,
data centralization exhibits a slow response time to dynamic events, adapts poorly to sudden
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changes, and can be resource intensive in the management and movement of data throughout
the system.

(a) Hierarchical.

(b) Reactive.

(c) Hybrid.

Figure 3.2: The three classical robot architectural paradigms.

While these drawbacks make deliberative systems less responsive in dynamic scenarios,
deliberate approaches are essential when solving certain classes of problems. In domains
where the world and system expectations can be modeled well, or the robot’s objective
requires correlation between many information sources, deliberative architectures are essential to proper robot performance, as demonstrated by successful application in off-road
navigation and mine exploration [38, 107, 11].

Reactive Robot Architectures
Decentralized architectures (seen in Figure 3.2) replace the planning components of deliberative systems with data paths mapping sensors directly to system actuators. These systems
are not bound to centralization of sensory data, world modeling and deliberation, and can
thus “react” to sensed stimuli and are effective in coping with dynamic and unstructured
environments.
The conceptual view of a reactive architecture can be seen in Figure 3.3 courtesy of
Brooks [16, 17]. As previously discussed, deliberative approaches filter data along a single
path from sensors to actuators (Figure 3.3a) whereas reactive approaches distribute sensory
data across a number of components thereby allowing alternative paths to be established
(Figure 3.3b). In creating alternative data paths, however, contention becomes a problem
when deciding which control signal will ultimately drive the actuators. The Subsumption
Architecture’s [15] approach to dealing with contention was to establish process layers such
that higher layers would subsume lower process layers, restricting what the lower layers
could see and do. These layers could then be aggregated into behaviors that the robot
selected according to an arbitration scheme.
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(b) Reactive.

Figure 3.3: From deliberative to reactive architectures1 .

Reactive architectures, while capable of adapting to environmental dynamics, lack the
facilities to reason beyond response. Such systems do not manage resources efficiently nor do
they easily solve complex tasks [73]. Reactive systems are, however, comparatively easier to
implement and address classes of problems that deliberative systems either cannot tractably
solve, or solve at slower rates.
Hybrid Robot Architectures
Hybrid architectures represent an architectural framework where data is carried across a software system via multiple data paths that are arbitrated by deliberative processes. These
routes are chains of processes that take, transform, and output data. Hybrid frameworks
allow fast, reactive processes to manage sensing and action for the robot while slow, deliberate processes oversee the interaction of these reactionary elements. What is overlooked in
hybrid architecture literature, however, is that hybrid schemes are configurations of process
interactions. When solving issues of contention, these systems perform process reconfiguration.
The common example of the hybrid paradigm is known as behavior-based control [3].
Sometimes mistaken as a purely reactive method, Mataric et al [61] distinguishes behaviorbased systems as mixed architectures that contain reactive components in addition to internal representations and planning components, which allow behaviors to exhibit more utility
than reactionary rules. Behavior-based methods have demonstrated success in navigation
on mobile robots [55], coordination of multiple robots for formation control [12] and for
learning and control of robot teams [62, 76].
Despite the popularity of these approaches, behavior-based systems have their limitations. Behavior-based systems are built from the “bottom-up” using collections of behaviors
that execute in parallel. The process of developing such systems is therefore tedious and
difficult to coordinate when solving complex tasks. Nicolescu and Mataruic et al [73] recognized and addressed these issues with the construction of a hierarchical architecture for
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behavior-based systems. The core idea guiding this hierarchical scheme was that although
traditional behavior-based systems never computed robot state, behaviors themselves embody
robot state. This view of behaviors is a powerful way to conceptualize robot architecture,
serving as a fundamental component in the process information space (e.g. offering support
to representation of robot state as process configuration).
An interesting extension to behavior-based schemes is also addressed by Emergent Architectures [37] where Gowdy advocates the use of reconfigurable interfaces for behavior
development. These interfaces isolate the functionality of each process in a behavior, which
thereby standardizes how processes or modules connect to one another. Reconfigurable interfaces are useful for defining the “place” of a process within an architecture while facilitating
code re-use and adaptability during software development.
Recently, the concept of behavior-based systems has transitioned away from the notion of
behavior collections and toward the idea of reconfigurable processes interactions. Networked
Robotics by McKee and Schenker [66, 89, 65] and ASyMTRe-D by Parker and Tang [96,
77] view robotic systems as collections of resources that can be connected together via
resource configurations to perform desired tasks (see Figure 3.4). Reconfiguration of the
robot architecture is achieved through redirection of process interaction, instead of the
traditional approach where manual programming is required. Control in this framework
is expressed in terms of configuration patterns that are switched during the execution of a
task. ASyMTRe-D, specifically, is a multi-robot approach for coalition formation that shares
sensor information across teams of robots. In this respect, ASyMTRe-D can be viewed as
single robotic entity that reconfigures its process structure to meet the specifications of its
tasks.

Figure 3.4: Example of Networked Robotics courtesy of [66].
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These reconfiguration paradigms describe the benefits of reconfiguration (robustness to
failures, architecture abstraction, adaptability, etc.) thereby supporting the process reconfiguration concepts of this work. Unlike this research, however, their key research problem
relates to task description as configuration, rather than observation of configuration for
robotic decision-making.

Architecture Synopsis
In modern robot applications, variations of the aforementioned schemes embody the majority
of robot architectural implementations. Each of these approaches addresses different aspects
of robot performance, however, robot architecture is a discipline of design and construction,
not observation and growth. Little attention has been paid to the fact that these components
are susceptible to failure, can output corrupted data (i.e. exhibit uncertainty), or must
change over time. Robotic introspection, therefore, offers a method to model and track data
trends of architectural processes in action. In this respect, introspection is architecturally
invariant where an architecture is amenable to observation and control can be modeled and
manipulated regardless of its deliberative or reactive characteristics.
As such, this thesis has explored ways of observing architecture as well as building it.
Models of computation (MoC) is a term that originates from computability theory and
provides foundations for architecture modeling. MoCs identify the operations utilized in
computation and relative costs upon a computational system (i.e. processor and memory
consumption). Knowledge of such models allows analysis and characterization of computational state, which thereby identifies its utility to the process information framework.
Conceptually, a MoC can be realized as a graph where “nodes” represent processing
centers and “arcs” identify communication channels between centers. How these centers
behave and communicate is therefore particular to the type of MoC. Of particular interest
to this work are those models that emphasize data flow. Such models include Kahn process
networks [44, 78], dataflow process networks [58, 78, 2], context-aware process networks
[109], and ∆-dataflow networks [59].
Kahn process networks, or KPNs [44], were first developed to model a distributed system
and have since inspired large variety of data flow design models in addition to being useful in
signal processing and embedded applications. KPNs are directed graphs where each node is
a process and each edge is a communication channel in the form of a infinite FIFO. Processes
communicate via data elements, or tokens, which are written to the FIFO from a production
process and read by a consumer process. The act of writing to this FIFO is non-blocking
whereas reading from an empty FIFO causes a process to block. The process is allowed only
to read from a FIFO until all tokens are consumed and is forbidden to test a queue for the
existence of tokens.
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Of particular use to this thesis are dataflow network MoCs [58, 78, 2]. Concepts from
such work form the basis of the process sensors utilized in this research.

3.4

Planning with Uncertainty

As discussed in previous sections, robots have choice among operating states. These choices
have clear consequences as each operational state causes a robot to react to the world in
different manner. As such, this thesis addresses determination of when and how to switch a
robot’s operational state. From robot architecture, an operational state has been identified
as a set of processes actively contributing to the robot’s performance. In MoC theory, these
processes have been shown to establish data streams that flow through a robot’s decisionmaking facilities.
Deciding when and how to reconfigure process connections is a non-trivial problem.
Decision-making for reconfiguration requires information to evaluate the quality of a robot’s
process configuration. This information, however, is marred with error and uncertainty.
For example, corrupted sensor data, data that violates assumptions made by a process,
problematic code, or changes in the environment are all sources of operational uncertainty
that undermine the integrity of an operational state. As a whole, these instances coalesce
into a greater and more common problem in robotics: decision-making under uncertainty
and incomplete information.
Planning and search theory offers great insight into solving problems of robotic decision
making under uncertainty and limited information [108, 36]. Work by Latombe [54, 53],
Erdmann and Mason [29], Bouilly [14], and more recently by Kelly [47], Gonzalez [35], and
Ferguson and Stentz [31, 32] have addressed uncertainty in the context of robot motion
planning, which must consider disturbances in the prediction and measurement of system
state estimates. Partially observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) [5, 93] have
also been investigated and applied to robot decision-making in uncertainty [79, 92], despite
the associated drawbacks of intractability [86]. Machine learning has also had a pivotal
role in researching robot uncertainty, as addressed by Bagnell [10]. The mergers in learning and planning with uncertainty are producing novel techniques to improve planning by
automating the development of utility-generation processes, which are core to all planning
algorithms [82].
Many of the concepts addressed in aforementioned work, particularly with regards to
POMDPs, are beginning to converge into a unified theory of planning with uncertainty,
as described by LaValle [57]. Known as the information space, this formulation is tailored
for problems that involve sensing uncertainty. Evidence to support this claim is demonstrated in the information space’s ability to represent problems that both estimate robot
state and require no state information whatsoever. The information in its original form,
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however, is large and intractable [57]. Therefore, proper use of the information space requires application-specific knowledge to reduce the size of its search space. In this thesis, this
application-specific knowledge is obtained from computational theory and robotic architecture as the information-space problem addressed in this work is built upon the organization
of computational processes.

3.5

Summary and Synthesis

This chapter has covered a broad range of topics and material: subterranean robots, robot
architecture, models of computation, computational dependability and information theoretic planning. Work in subterranean robotics addressed robot performance issues through
robot engineering. Robot architecture provides methodology to build robot performance
through the development and organization of robot processes. Computational models and
computational dependability characterize how data will flow through these processes as to
foster trustworthy robot performance. Planning with uncertainty provides analytic tools
to evaluate, search and optimize data flow as to monitor and improve robot performance.
Altogether, these areas form the foundation of this thesis work.

Chapter 4

The Robotic Introspection
Framework
Introspection. The act or process of self-examination; contemplation of one’s
own thoughts and feelings; a looking inward [102]. A technique of self-observation
[103].
In the previous chapter, the ability to detect and respond to aberrant operational states
was identified as a key challenge for robots in underground scenarios. Deviation from expected operation occurs when the assumptions of the operating context are violated due
to nature actions (uncontrollable actions that change robot state) and operational uncertainty (conditions that introduce ambiguity into a robot’s operational state). This chapter
thus describes robotic introspection as an approach for modeling and controlling modes of
operation to mitigate the effects of nature and operational uncertainty.
Robotic introspection provides facilities for observation and selection of operational state
during task execution. What is operational state? In a robotic system, operational state is a
configuration of networked processes (also known as modules) that collectively define robot
functionality [3, 37, 73, 65, 77]. Individually, these processes perform simple operations such
as converting range data into point clouds or planning a path across a map. Coincidentally,
processes engaged in computation produce meta-data that reflect process state [2, 109].
This data can take the form of system-level information (e.g. resource consumption) or
algorithmic information (e.g. an error code). Given the ability to observe this data, processes
in action will generate data signatures that characterize operating state. Introspection uses
these data signatures to differentiate between normal and abnormal modes of operation,
thereby allowing the robot to respond accordingly.
The remainder of this chapter outlines the framework of robotic introspection. Each
section describes an aspect of the introspection approach, which includes terminology and
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notation. In addition, an example scenario depicting the introspective approach is provided
in Section 4.4. Note: the introspection notation is adapted from the information space formulation [57]. Formulation of introspection in terms of the information space is convenient
since techniques for planning in the information space are applicable to the introspection
framework.

4.1

The Introspective Paradigm

Figure 4.1: The introspective concept. In this diagram, introspection is shown as an orthogonal layer to common layers of robot architecture. Note that the arrows moving up
and down on the right-hand side represent data flow between the robot’s three architectural
layers. The introspective layer resides outside of this flow of data as to observe the aggregate
effect of said flow upon the system.
The introspection paradigm, conceptually illustrated in Figure 4.1, acts as an auxiliary
component to a robot’s computational framework. As will be discussed in Chapter 3, a
robot’s computational framework (also known as the robot’s architecture) is the set of software components that collectively enable robot functionality. One common example of such
an architecture is shown on the right-hand side of Figure 4.1. Called a hybrid architecture
[3, 91, 73], each layer represents a collection of specialized computational processes where
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the lowest layer interacts directly with robot hardware, the middle layer handles coordination and response, and the highest layer constitutes the robot’s decision-making facilities.
Altogether, these layers establish a flow of data from sensor to motor that empower and
define the robot’s interaction with the world.
Introspection is distinct from conventional elements of robot architecture in that introspective processes do not reside in the path of architectural data flow. Instead, the
introspective layer envelops all other layers. This allows the introspective system to observe the robot’s computational activity as a collective. Through observation, introspection
produces estimates of operational state and delivers system-level feedback to deliberative
facilities.
The approach developed in this thesis for robotic introspection comprises four principle areas. These areas include Operational State, Process Sensors and Actuators,
Introspective State, and Goals and Cost. The next four sections of this chapter will
describe these areas and their place in the introspective system.

Operational States and Process Configurations
In this thesis, operational state is a configuration of connected processes where
• pij is a computational process with an input data type i and an output data type j.
• P is the set of all computational processes.
• x is a configuration built from connected process of the form
o
n
x = pij : pjk |pij ∈ P, pjk ∈ P

(4.1)

• X is the set of all configurations.
Notice in Formulation 4.1 that the input and output data types dictate the compatibility
of two processes such that only processes with matching input-output types can connect.
These compatibility constraints effect the size of X and dictate how X grows when new
processes are added.
Once connected, the role of a process configuration is to channel data through the robot’s
computational system, allowing the robot to interact with its surroundings. These channels
establish flows of data specific to the robot’s operational context [67]. For modeling purposes,
it is convenient to categorize processes in terms of data flow abilities. These three classes
include
• sensory processes (P sensor ⊆ P ),
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• intermediary processes (P inter ⊆ P ), and
• motor processes (P motor ⊆ P ).
Specifically, sensory processes source data, intermediary process route data, and motor

processes sink data [58, 78]. As such, a configuration of the form

x = psensor
: pinter
: pmotor
i
j
k

(4.2)

identifies an operational state that has the capacity to create robot action. Furthermore,
the complete set of possible configurations, X, is representable as
o
n
\
inter : P motor
X = P sensor : P

(4.3)

\
inter is the complete set of all compatible intermediary processes.
where P
The visual interpretation of this configuration concept for a real robot is provided in
Figure 4.2. On the left sits a robot poised to enter a mine and, on the right, the robot’s
computational system is processing data from the scene.

Figure 4.2: Procedural view of robot operating in an environment. The square shapes
indicate sensor processes, the round shapes indicate inter processes, and the triangular
shapes indicate motor processes. The numbers inside of each process represent input/output
data types and the arrows represent connectivity. (Note that some processes have optional
connections as indicated by the semi-circular arcs. These optional connections represent
multiple modes of operational state.)
The purpose for modeling operational state in this manner is to represent the data dependencies between processes. Knowledge of these dependencies helps diagnose problems
since the behavior of downstream processes can be traced to behaviors in upstream connections. These dependency relationships also assist in failure recovery since data flow can
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be rerouted from defunct upstream processes to operational upstream processes. In fact,
introspection relies on the availability of alternative data paths to counteract undesirable
operational states. As such, the next section will describe the mechanisms that support
observation and control of X.

Process Sensors and Reconfiguration
Process sensors and reconfiguration actuators are virtual devices that observe and control
operational state, respectively. Process sensors are sensitive to computational stimuli just as
external sensors are receptive to physical stimulus. In a similar context, a reconfiguration actuator analogously acts upon a computational system in the same way an electro-mechanical
actuator would create action in the physical world. As such,
• y a is a process observation from a set of process sensors with types a ∈ A
• Y a is the set of all observations from sensor a where y a ∈ Y a

• Y is the set of all process observations where Y = Y 1 × Y 2 . . . × Y A
• u is a reconfiguration action
• U is the full set of configuration actions where u ∈ U
Process sensors take a variety of forms. For example, processor consumption, shared
memory access times, and the number of packets produced over a socket are all measurable
system-level characteristics that reflect the state of computational processes. Alternatively,
process sensors can also measure algorithmic content, such as the error message or percentage
of algorithm completion. Therefore, process observations for multiple sensor types produce
a vector of observations yb for each p ∈ P and Yb is a matrix of observations for P .
Process actions take the form of process reconfiguration. Reconfiguration is a redirection
of data flow among processes. This means the application of action u = 1 will have the effect
of transitioning process connections to match configuration x1 . In addition, constraints may
be placed on this action set to restrict arbitrary process switches that could undesirably affect
system.

History, Experience and Introspective State
Introspective state is expressed in terms of observation and action histories. As such, at
stage k of robot operation, let
• ỹk = (b
y1 , yb2 , . . . , ybk ) denote a history of observations, and
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• ũk−1 = (u1 , u2 , . . . , uk−1 ) denote a history of reconfigurations.
Alternatively, the complete observation and action histories up to stage k are defined as
Ỹk = Y
| ×Y ×
{z. . . × Y}

(4.4)

Ũk−1 = U
{z. . . × U}
| ×U ×

(4.5)

k

k−1

Consequently, the combination of observation and action histories define a representation
of operational state that this thesis claims to address the problems of operational uncertainty.
Let an introspection state, be defined as
ηk = (η0 , ỹk , ũk−1 ) ,

(4.6)

which represents all accumulated process information up to some stage k. The term η0
defines the starting knowledge of the robot at k = 0, otherwise known as the robot’s experience. This experience term implies an initial start configuration x0 , sensor observation yb0 ,
and a prior on introspection states expected to occur in the future.
The full introspection state space, I, is therefore derived from the all possible combinations of observations, actions, and experience over k stages, or
I = I0 ∪ I1 . . . ∪ Ik

(4.7)

Ik = I0 × Ỹk × Ũk−1

(4.8)

where

As defined, I has the appearance of being impractical for implementation since the space
grows arbitrarily large with k. For this reason, a simplification mapping κ will be defined
to derive I to a manageable representation, Ider . Specifically in this thesis, κ will take the
form κw : I → Ider where w specifies the size of a rolling window of stages.

Goals and Costs
To make introspection amenable for configuration selection, two additional components are
needed: a cost function and a goal state. The cost function provides a qualitative comparison
between the operational states and the goal state provides the robot’s objective.
The cost function will be defined as

L(x̃K+1 , ũK ) =

K
X
k=1

l(xk , uk ) + lF (xK+1 )

(4.9)
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where l(xk , uk ) is the cost to reconfigure and lF (xK+1 ) is the total cost of all prior configurations.
To avoid confusion with what are normally identified as robot “goals”, such as a position
desired ⊂ I
or trajectory objective, this thesis uses the term desired introspection states, Ider
der ,
desired are specified for each robot
to describe objective states of introspection. These Ider

task. For example, a mobile robot could be given the task to drive from P OSIT IONA
desired that correspond to this task would
to P OSIT IONB . The subsequent states of Ider

therefore focus on configurations containing navigation and localization processes able to
move the robot toward P OSIT IONB .

4.2

Summary of Notation and Terminology

With the model of robotic introspection specified, it is useful to summarize the terminology
and notation. As such, introspection comprises of
• Processes. Processes refer to computational components within a robot’s architecture. Let p ∈ P define a process in the set of all robot processes. Let P sensor ⊆ P
denote sensor processes, P inter ⊆ P denote intermediary processes, and P motor ⊆ P
denote motor processes such that P sensor ∪ P inter ∪ P motor = P and P sensor ∩ P inter ∩
P motor = {}. Specifically, all processes belonging to ps ∈ P sensor have no input and
one output (source data), pi ∈ P inter have at least one input and one output (route
data), and pm ∈ P motor have at least one input and no outputs (sink data).
• Process configuration state. Configurations are states of robot operation. Let x ∈
X define a unique process configuration in the setn of all possible configurations.
One
o
j
i
could interpret x as a unique ordering of processes pi : pj : pk : . . . ⊂ P that describe
the network of data flow. The construction of these configurations is determined by
the input (i) and output (j) data types of each pij ∈ P .
• Process sensors. Process sensors allow observation of process state. Let y a ∈ Y a
define a process observation from a set of process sensors with types a ∈ A such that
there is observation vector yb for each p ∈ P .
• Reconfiguration. Reconfiguration refers to actions that allow the system to dynamically change configuration. Let u ∈ U define a reconfiguration action over the set
of possible configurations. This means the application of action u = 1 will have the
effect of switching to configuration x1 . In addition, for some planning representations
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it will be convenient to define H as a mapping of reconfiguration to introspective state,
which is represented as a transition probability:

Hu (η, ή) = P r (ηk+1 = ή|ηk = η, uk = u)

(4.10)

• Nature actions. Let θ ∈ Θ represent actions that cause transitions in introspective
state. Unlike u, these actions are not instigated by the robot. Such actions occur due
to environmental disturbances, failing hardware, or software design built upon invalid
assumptions.
• Operational uncertainty. Denoted Ψ, operational uncertainty leaves the robot in
a set of possible process configuration states when nature actions occur.
• Observation and Reconfiguration Histories. Let ỹk = (b
y1 , yb2 , . . . , ybk ) denote a
history of observations and ũk−1 = (u1 , u2 , . . . , uk−1 ) denote a history of reconfigurations up to stage k.
• Introspection State. Let ηk = (η0 , ỹk , ũk−1 ) be all accumulated process information
up to stage k.
• Experience. Let η0 define the starting knowledge of the robot at k = 0, which implies
an initial start configuration x0 and sensor observation y0 .
• Configuration cost functional. Let the cost of reconfiguration be

L(x̃K+1 , ũK ) =

K
X

l(xk , uk ) + lF (xK+1 )

(4.11)

k=1

where l(xk , uk ) is the cost to reconfigure and lF (xK+1 ) is the total cost of all prior
configurations.
desired ⊂ I
• Desired introspective states. Let Ider
der be the set of derived introspective

states from κw : I → Ider that specify the robot’s objective state at the completion of
a task.

4.3

An Illustration of Introspection

The notation for introspection may appear cumbersome, but its application is straightforward in practice. To make this point clear, consider the simple system shown in Figure 4.3a.
This robot architecture has only two processes (one sensor p1 and one motor p1 ) that when
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bound together, allows the robot to move about its environment. This set of processes de
fines two configurations, x0 = {} and x1 = p1 : p1 where x0 is the null configuration. The
null configuration is formed when the output of p1 is disconnected from p1 , which disables
the robot’s motors. The converse configuration, x1 , therefore enables the robot’s motors.
The action set for this robot are U = {0, 1} where u = 0 → x0 and u = 1 → x1
To observe data flow for this robot, a stimulation sensor is used. A stimulation sensor
observes the creation of output at each stage k for each process p. The implied model that
makes this sensor useful is that dependent processes cannot generate output without input.
For this reason, when the robot is placed into x0 , the robot will not move. To observe
stimp

stimulation, let yk

output is generated,

= 1 if an output has been generated for process p at stage k or, if no

stim
yk p

= 0.

(a) Process configuration

(b) Partitioned observation space

Figure 4.3: Simple process configuration.

The resulting process observation space, Yb , created from the stimulation sensor is thus
partitioned into the four states as shown in Figure 4.3b. Each state has meaning specific to
an operational context of the robot. For example, state yb4 = (1, 1) would be observed when
the robot is moving while yb2 = (1, 0) would be observed while the robot was idle. States
yb0 = (0, 0) and yb4 = (0, 1) are error states since the sensor process is assumed to never
break. In addition, y0 and y1 are not achievable by an act of reconfiguration because the
robot cannot control data flow into the sensor process1 .
The derived introspection state space for this example will use a window size of one,
implying κ1 : I → Ider and etak = (η0 , ybk , uk−1 ). By this definition, the robot’s current
introspective state is simply the most recent process observation ybk , the robot’s last reconfiguration action uk−1 and an initial state that encodes a known state transition sequence
η0 . Figure 4.4 illustrates this derived introspective state space, which is now formatted for
1

In reality, the robot has some control over environmental data flow through interaction with the environment.
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Figure 4.4: The introspection space.

planning problems.
Specification of desired introspective states is an indirect procedure that occurs in tandem
with task specification. For this example, imagine the robot is required to move to a location.
Implicit to this task request, the motor process must be engaged (i.e. generating output).
The introspection states that correspond to an active motor process are represented as all
states where the motor process is observed to be y = 1. The desired states in this example
I desired therefore represent the top row Yb as shown in Figure 4.5.
der

Figure 4.5: An introspection plan.
Cost for introspective states need not be complex to achieve a desired planning result.
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For this example, the transition cost will be constant l(xk , uk ) = C to reflect the average
amount of computational resources (such as CPU time) required to reconfigure. As such, the
introspective state space is simply a graph with uniform edge cost between states. Graph
search routines, such as Dijkstra’s algorithm or A*, are directly applicable and will produce
the expected plan π to get this robot moving. Alternatively, this problem can be formulated
as a Markov decision process where instead of cost, each introspective state is assigned a
reward R(η). The transition mapping H defined in Equation 4.10 can be used for policy
iteration to determine the best action for each introspective state π(η). Policy iteration for
MDPs involve iterating the equation
π(η) := arg max

X

u

Hu (η, ή)V (ή)

(4.12)

ή

where the value V (ή) is computed through value iteration using Bellman’s equation
V (η) := R(η) + γ max
u

X

Hu (η, ή)V (ή)

(4.13)

ή

for a discount factor 0 < γ ≤ 1.
Regardless of the solution approach, the reconfiguration plan for this robot is π(η) →
u = 1, or to always pick x1 . This result is visualized in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.6: Nature actions and operational uncertainty

At last, it is now appropriate to discuss nature actions and operational uncertainty.
Shown in Figure 4.6 with red arrows, a nature action places the robot into an undesired
state of operation. This particular nature action affects the sensor process such that it no
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longer produces output. Operational uncertainty is shown here when the robot’s planned
action u = 1, which should take the robot into its desired operational state, now takes it
to a state where no movement is possible. As such, the robot in this example is able to
identify that it has entered an undesirable configuration, but due to the architectural design,
is unable to recover its desired operational state.
In summation, the figures in this section outline the entire process of introspection. The
complex systems to be investigated in later sections and chapters are nothing more than
higher-dimensional representations of this example. As such, the next example examines
the utility of introspection for such higher-dimensional systems.

4.4

An Introspection Example

For this example, imagine a mobile robot operating in a partially known subterranean environment as illustrated in Figure 4.7. This robot is given a navigation task that requires it to
traverse stretches of abandoned mine corridor to reach a goal location. Prior to deployment,
this robot is provided with a set of processes, P = {S1, S2, S3, P 1, P 2, P 3, A1}, that can
perform this navigation task. These processes are grouped into the three aforementioned
categories: sensing and state estimation processes P sensor = {S1, S2, S3}, planning, behavioral or reactive processes P inter = {P 1, P 2, P 3}, and an actuator processes P motor = {A1}.
Each process has a specific interface that permits connectivity to processes of particular
classes (S,P,A) or the environment (E).
The differences between these processes are described in Table 4.1. For example, sensor
processes S1 and S3 both utilize LIDAR, but the physical mounting of each LIDAR on the
robot varies. Sensor process S2 provides position data in the form of odometry and internal
measurement. Intermediary processes, P 1, P 2, and P 3, all have navigation capability, but
vary in data dependencies and methodology of data utilization. Only one actuator process
exists for this robot, A1, which is responsible for driving the robot.
To observe these processes, two process sensors will be used: a stimulation sensor and
satisfaction sensor. The stimulation sensor will function exactly the same as previously
described. The satisfaction sensor, on the other hand, will observe a satisfaction rating that
signifies each process’s proximity to an objective state. For example, a localization process
that is confident in its position estimate (i.e. low reported error) and is close to a goal
position would output a high satisfaction rating; whereas an estimate of low confidence or
satp

a large distance to the goal would receive a poor degree of satisfaction. As such, let yk

fall within the range [0, 1] were 1 is the highest satisfaction rating possible for process p at
stage k. Note that processes with no objective state report 0. The complete satisfaction
observation for P at stage k would therefore be defined as ybksat .
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Figure 4.7: Example mine navigation task. The ‘X’ marks the destination.

For this example, the stimulation sensor provides information regarding operational state
while the satisfaction sensor acts as a goal detector. Note here that the satisfaction sensor
is only applicable to processes with task-level objectives. In this navigation scenario, only
those robot processes that compute a position can achieve a high satisfaction. This allows
the introspection system to know when the robot has completed its task.
Table 4.1: Process Descriptions for Introspection Example
ID
S1
S2
S3
P1
P2
P3
A1

Type
S
S
S
P
P
P
A

Interface
E-P
E-P
E-P
S-A
S-A
S-A
P-E

Description
LIDAR mounted to front of robot
Odometry and inertial sensing
LIDAR mounted to rear of robot
Navigation with complete sensing
Navigation with partial sensing (front)
Navigation with partial sensing (rear)
Speed and steering angle controller

The visual interpretation of this navigation task and the robot’s corresponding operational state is illustrated in Figure 4.8. Here, the external and internal worlds of the
robot are divided into (1) a workspace representation, which symbolizes the robots’s 2D
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Euclidean position and heading in the navigational context, and (2) an operational mode
representation, which symbolizes the processes that compose the robot’s modes of operation. The robot’s operational state space, X, is the set of data paths that exist for P .
Figure 4.8 shows three data paths in P , although these paths do not represent the entirety
of X. These configurations are, however, special in that CON F IGA , CON F IGB , and
CON F IGC define complete paths from sensors to actuator.

Figure 4.8: Various configurations that correspond to different data flows.

To demonstrate what these configurations would mean to this robot, consider the navigation configurations shown in Figure 4.9. CON F IGA could be viewed as a deliberative
scheme where P1 fuses data from all P sensor via Kalman or Particle filter; builds one or more
map representations; and allows D* [95] or an RRT [56] planner to construct path plans.
CON F IGB could be viewed as a reactive scheme, such as wall following, which couples
sensory information directly to actuation. In addition, CON F IGA enables the robot to
plan paths in both forward or reverse directions as it utilizes all sensor data. CON F IGB
and CON F IGC utilize LIDAR from only one side of the robot; therefore, the robot in ether
of these configurations can only navigate in the direction of the utilized LIDAR.
With a robot configured in this manner, would it ever make sense to not choose what
appears to be the safest and most deliberative configuration available (e.g. CON F IGA )? As
illustrated in Figure 4.9, there are many situations where CON F IGA would not necessarily
produce the most desirable results. Deliberative systems characteristically assimilate and
evaluate large quantities of data in order to make a decision [71]. As a result, deliberative
systems are slower in performance and less adaptable to change. In fact, certain trajectorygeneration strategies and control policies, such as Potential Fields, have been shown to
produce fluid actions without intensive world modeling or planning [20, 22]. These reactive
process configurations can also adapt better to environmental disturbances, whereas more
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Figure 4.9: Plans from different configurations.

deliberative processes are not as amenable to adaptation.
As such, the robot is tasked to choose a configuration to accomplish the navigation
objective seen in Figure 4.10. For this example, all intermediary process, P inter , can perform
this navigation task. A derived introspection state is computed the same as the previous
example with a window size of one. The resulting partition of Yb for this example is an
n-dimensional hypercube of size n = 7 where each corner of the hypercube represents an
state observation state ybstim .
desired , are identified as all y
bstim that have simulated
The desired introspection states, or Ider

processes in P inter . For illustrative purposes, let the corresponding candidate configurations
that represent the desired introspection states be X can = {x1 , x2 , x3 }. Each X can generates
a plan to the objective state, which appears as the path seen on the left of Figure 4.10. The
information each configuration uses to compute its respective path is presented in Table 4.2.
This information is used to compute a solution cost that each configuration will supply to
a configuration planner.
Table 4.2: Initial configuration costs
State
x1
x2
x3

Name
CON F IGA
CON F IGB
CON F IGC

E(speed)
0.17m/s
0.25m/s
0.25m/s

E(D)
300m
300m
300m

K(sec)
0
0
300

Cost(sec)
1800
1200
1400

The last column in Table 4.2 represents a cost for each candidate configuration. This
cost reflects a time estimate for each configuration to accomplish the objective as calculated
by the expected velocity, Column E(speed), the expected traverse distance, Column E(D)
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and a constant factor in Column K. The constant term accounts for additional factors, such
a special maneuvers. As demonstrated by x3 , to traverse this path, the robot must first
rotate into the correct heading, which will consume 200 additional seconds of time.
Assuming the configuration planner uses a greedy strategy to pick configurations, x2
appears to have the lowest immediate cost, which places it as the preferred configuration.
This cost, however, is based upon incorrect knowledge about the environment. The real
environment state is shown on the right of Figure 4.10. The robot is unaware that the mine
has a collapsed area and mud, which pose problems for the robot’s plans. The collapsed
area, for example, invalidates the robot’s current path plans while the mud could potentially
blind a sensor or create driving difficulties. Unfortunately, the robot has no way of knowing
these areas exist except via discovery; therefore, these costs are subject to change during
task execution.

Figure 4.10: Failure of a configuration can cause a reconfiguration.

With the selection of x2 , the first action applied is u = 2. The satisfaction observation for
stage k = 0 is yb0sat = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] meaning the navigation goal is currently not achieved.
The stimulation observation, yb0stim = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0], means all process for stage k = 0
have produced data, except for the motor process that happened to be off at the start.
All stages between the start and the point where the robot encounters the collapse are
characterized by (1) increasing satisfaction in P inter and (2) stable stimulation. Illustratively, these factors take the form
1. ybksat = [0, 0, 0, S(k), S(k), S(k), 0] where S(k) is the percentage of path traversed at
stage k; and
2. ybkstim = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] meaning the robot is operating properly.
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Upon meeting the collapse, however, the robot is stopped. This occurrence is reflected
stim = [1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0] where it is clear the current configin the stimulation observation ybk+1

uration is not capable of completing the task.
From this process observation, P 2 is identified as the source of the problem. Process
P 1 and P 3 still appear operational, which means x1 and x3 can reconsider the navigation
objective. Each now responds with the alternative solutions as seen on the left of Figure
4.11.
Table 4.3 shows the updated cost that reflect the current situation. Note that the cost of
CON F IGA has not changed while CON F IGC has dropped. The reason for this cost result
is that the new path length is equivalent to the original path length and CON F IGC navigates using the rear-facing LIDAR, which does not require it to rotate to correct orientation.
Note that the cost for CON F IGA to accomplish this objective remains unchanged.

Figure 4.11: Failure of a configuration can cause a reconfiguration.

Table 4.3: Initial configuration costs
State
x1
x3

Name
CON F IGA
CON F IGC

E(speed)
0.17m/s
0.25m/s

E(D)
300m
300m

K(sec)
0
0

Cost(sec)
1800
1200

Once operation is resumed under CON F IGC , all stages between the collapse and the
point where the robot encounters mud are characterized by (1) increasing satisfaction in
P inter , ybksat = [0, 0, 0, S(k), S(k), S(k), 0] and (2) stable stimulation ybkstim = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1].
Notice that P 2 is also reporting proper operation now that the front-side LIDAR is not
blocked by an obstacle.
Upon encountering the mud, consider three possible scenarios:
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No interference. In this scenario, the mud creates no problem and the robot reaches the
sat = [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0],
navigation objective. The final satisfaction observation is ybN

meaning the robot believes it reached the location. The stimulation observation just
stim = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] meaning the system is operating
one stage prior to the end was ybN
−1
stim = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0], meaning the robot is
as expected. Upon reaching the end, ybN

now stopped due to goal satisfaction. The robot then applies the idle action, which
places the robot in a stopped state until another task is requested.
Process interference. In this scenario, the mud causes the robot to sink, which places
the robot’s LIDAR into an position directly looking at the mud. The P 3 process can
no longer work properly since it assumes the LIDAR has a unobstructed view of the
corridor. Just as P 2 stopped the robot’s progress, P 3 now does the same. In this
case, however, after evaluating the task again, P 1 can account for this situation. As
such, CON F IGA is selected and the robot completes the navigation objective.
Environmental interference. In this scenario, mud falls onto the LIDAR and blinds the
rear side of the robot. The robot observes ykstim = [1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0], showing that
CON F IGA and CON F IGC cannot function since both depend upon S3. The last
remaining configuration, CON F IGB , is the only available solution to this problem
as it utilizes the LIDAR not coated in mud. As such, the robot spins in place and
concludes the traverse.
At last, the robot arrives at its intended destination; however, its voyage involved more
than navigation. The robot’s path through the mine was as much a journey through physical
space as through operational space. Along the way, the robot encountered situations where
operational states failed to deliver desired results. These situations required alternative
configurations to enable continuation of the robot’s endeavor.
This example demonstrates that successful task completion is possible through the combination of unsuccessful components. Every individual configuration in this example was
susceptible to failure; however, leveraging the capabilities of all configurations together enabled the robot to succeed. Furthermore, the knowledge gained by the robot during this
example will enable it to better estimate future traverses of this and other mines. This
knowledge takes the form of both an updated mine map and an introspective plan, π, that
summarizes the robot’s experiences.
While robotic introspection is indeed utilitarian, it is not infallible. Had both LIDAR
units in the previous example suddenly become obscured, the robot would have been stuck.
Figure 4.12 illustrates such a scenario where the robot believes the only exit to a confined
void is too narrow. One solution to this problem is to build a navigation scheme not dependent upon LIDAR (i.e. allowing the robot to drive blind). Clearly, blind navigation could
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Figure 4.12: Some configurations can lead to powerful survival strategies, but can be dangerous in certain circumstances.

lead to potentially unsafe situations in everyday circumstances; however, such operational
states will empower the robot to escape situations that are not explicitly modeled during
construction of the robot autonomy.

Chapter 5

Characterization of Robotic
Introspection
This chapter provides an experimental and analytical overview of robotic introspection.
Data acquired from both simulated and field-tested systems are presented here to offer
perspective on introspective abilities. This perspective includes both an investigation of
three introspection implementations and a more thorough description of framework details,
which were not detailed in previous chapters.

5.1

A Study in Architectural Development

This section presents results from a year-long study of robotic introspection for an autonomous mobile robot. The objectives for this study are
• to assess the ability of process sensing to recognize robot operational state from the
two proposed sensing archetypes: an algorithm-based senor and a system-based sensor
• to determine the feasibility of process reconfiguration
• to evaluate introspective reasoning and its ability to recognize and recover from undesirable operational states
The design of this study is to outfit a field-capable robot with a set of computational
processes that enable autonomous exploration and mapping of subterranean environments.
The process configurations formed from these computational processes are explicitly assembled by humans such that the resulting operational states provide ground truth for the
evaluation of introspective reasoning. The operational states1 assessed in this study include
1

The selection of these particular operational states is a consequence of the subterranean exploration
and mapping themes that motivate this research.
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1. An Idle State where the robot remain stationary,
2. A Tele-operated State where the robot is remote controlled via joystick,
3. A Wall Following State where the robot drives autonomously by following walls,
4. An E-Stopped State where the robot is externally halted during autonomous operation,
5. A Scanning State where the robot collects data from the environment while stationary,
6. A Surveying State where the robot autonomously interacts with survey equipment
for precise localization, and
7. An Exploration State where the robot autonomously navigates a subterranean
environment with or without the aid of a prior map.
The baseline characteristics (i.e. robot behavior and computational state) for these seven
operational states are documented by human supervisors, who explicitly engage each mode
of operation. The process sensor observations from each of these human-specified states are
then to be used in the production of introspective state space map. The two process sensors
utilized for this state mapping are
A stimulation sensor that is sensitive to the production of data. This sensor is selected
as one of the two studied because it resides on the algorithmic side of process sensing. Hence, every process that has satisfied the preconditions for output generation
and creates new data (i.e. is stimulated), generates a stimulation observation. This
stimp

observation takes the form yk
or

stim
yk p

= 1 for process p at stage k if p generates output,

= 0 otherwise.

A resource consumption sensor that is sensitive to the amount of CPU time consumed
by a process in a time-shared, mutlithreaded computational system. This sensor is
selected as the second of the two under evaluation because it resides at the system
conp

level of process sensing. Hence, let yk

= ξ for process p at stage k where ξ is the

reported time consumed by a process.
The resulting maps built from these observational sensors will be used by the introspective system for reasoning. Introspective reasoning will therefore be evaluated upon the
following criteria:
• the ability to recognize mapped states;
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• the ability to recognize and incorporate unknown states; and
• the ability to recognize and recover from undesirable operational states;

Robot Specification
The platform selected for this study is a mobile subterranean robot designed specifically for
work in underground conditions. Shown in Figure 5.1, this robot employs LIDAR sensing
for operation in complete darkness, is symmetric from front to back and can spin in place to
avoid difficult point-turn maneuvers in tight spaces, and is ruggedly constructed to surmount
a variety terrain types2 .

Figure 5.1: This photograph shows the autonomous mobile robot selected to study the
concepts of robotic introspection.
Architecturally, the robot is given 50 computational processes throughout the course
of this study. These processes provide a variety of functionality (i.e. processing LIDAR
data, localizing the robot, data logging) as will be described in Chapter ??. To create the
2

A thorough description of this system and its abilities are detailed in [75]
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seven configurations previously mentioned, specific subsets of these processes are selectively
activated by humans operators.
Interestingly, the seven human-specified configurations developed for this study were
found to be a small fraction of the configurations observed by the introspective system.
In total, 4001 unique process configurations were documented by the time this study was
concluded. The time line in Figure 5.2 chronicles the system’s evolution, showing how the
addition of processes affected the number of configurations in the system. Most of these
configurations, however, are transient configuration states that exist only for fractions of a
second while the system is reconfiguring.

Figure 5.2: This plot shows the effect of adding new processes to an introspection framework while developing robot autonomy. The points in time marking the arrival of the new
processes are indicated by circles. These additions are also accompanied by increases in the
number of configurations observed by the system.
An important point to understand regarding these configurations is that despite the
large number of observed states, the majority of task execution time is spent in just a
few configuration states. Specific to this study, less than 12 % of the known configurations
constituted 99.9% of the operating time. This finding has great implication for introspection
as the large action space can be reduced to a small and managable subest of reconfiguration
actions.
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Mapping and Localizing in the Introspective State Space
Mapping and localization in the introspective state space is a classification problem where
actions and process configuration are associated with process sensing observations. The
act of mapping trains this classifier while localization correlates observation information to
known classes. Training data for this map is acquired during human-specified modes of
operation where modes of autonomy are fixed during operation.
Before classification occurs, however, process observation and action histories are condensed as discussed in Chapter 4.1. This dissertation uses a simplification mapping κw :
I → Ider to define a filter for a rolling window of w stages. Specifically, this thesis uses the
following filter equations to condense introspective state
ȳkstim (p)

k
1 X stim
=
yi (p)
w

(5.1)

i=k−w

ȳkcon (p) =

k
1 X con
yi (p)
ψ

(5.2)

i=k−w

ūk = uk−1

(5.3)

In these equations, p is a process, k is the current stage count, ψ is a normalizer for
consumption sensor and w is the window size of history. Effectively, equations 5.1 and 5.2
act as filters that compute a normalized average for the stimulation and CPU consumption
observations, respectively. Equation 5.3 considers the most recent action as the current
action. Note here that history observations for stages k − w < 0 are assumed to be 0.
Two examples of the filtered observation histories produced from these equations are
visualized in Figure 5.3. The image in Figure 5.3a shows a filtered stimulation history across
24,000 stages with a window of w = 33. The image in Figure 5.3b shows a filtered CPU
consumption history across 800 stages with the same window. For both of these images, a
stage represents the moment when process state is observed, which occurs at intervals of
0.15 seconds. The key point to note with regards to these images is the definitive patterns
that emerge from filtered process observations. The ability to recognize and correlate these
patterns with configuration state is the cornerstone of robotic introspection.
As such, the introspective state space map associates reconfiguration action with a representative filtered observation state. For the two processes sensors considered in this study,
three maps are assessed: a map constructed from filtered stimulation observations, a map
constructed from filtered CPU consumption observations, and a map constructed from both
sensor types. An example map for the filtered simulation sensor is shown in Figure 5.4. Each
row in this image shows the representative filtered observation state for each of the seven
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(a) Stimulation History.

(b) Consumption History.

Figure 5.3: Filtered observation histories. The horizontal axis for each image follows the
stage count and the vertical axis represents the processes of the robot. Image (a) shows
a history of stimulation observations for approximately 24000 stages. Image (b) shows a
history of resource consumption observations for nearly 800 stages. Note the regular patterns
these histories exhibit. These patterns enable introspection to identify known and unknown
state.
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Figure 5.4: An introspective map. This map, constructed from filtered simulation observations, visualizes each of the human-specified operational modes.

configurations. Each column in the image represents a particular process in the system.
Note that each row is a unique configuration of filtered observation values.
The introspective state space map represents the robot’s prior on expected state, which
is part of the robot’s experience as defined in Section 4.1. To localize, the robot chooses the
state (i.e. row) from this map that is closest to the current filtered process observation state.
Closeness is defined as the state with the smallest L1-Norm (i.e. absolute value) between
mapped states and the filtered observation or
ηk = min |ȳ(s) − ȳk |1
s

(5.4)

where ȳ(s) is the composite observation vector for mapped state s and ȳk is the robot’s
current filtered observation state for stage k.
Introspective localization also requires one additional step to identify when the robot
enters an unknown operational state. To determine unknown states, the localization process
computes the uncertainty associated with the chosen state. This uncertainty is obtained
with the infinity norm or L∞ − norm. The infinity norm computes a value for some vector
x = {x1 , x2 , . . . xN } of the form
|x|∞ = max |xi |
i

(5.5)

Uncertainty is computed as the infinity norm between the selected introspection state and
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the filtered observation state
Ψk = |ȳ(ηk ) − ȳk |∞

(5.6)

For this study, unknown states are identified as stages with an uncertainty Ψk greater than
a specified threshold. This threshold is set at 0.6 to create the hypercube partitioning of the
introspective state space described in Section 4.4. As such, the following figures demonstrate
the introspective system in operation.

Introspective Localization

Figure 5.5: Introspective Localization.

Figure 5.5 shows introspective localization as the robot is placed into a set of operating
modes by a human supervisor. The command sequence employed to generate this figure
was idle, joystick, idle, wall following, e-stopped, wall following, and idle. The corresponding
numerical sequence for this command sequence is [1, 2, 1, 3, 4, 3, 1] Notice that the robot’s
computed state sequence is [1, 2, 1, 4, 3, 4, 3, 1]. The jump to state 4 when going from 1 to 3
is interesting because it shows that the transition period going from idle to wall following
resembles the computational characteristics of the robot when e-stopped.
The bottom trend of Figure 5.5 shows the robot’s uncertainty. Notice the largest spikes in
uncertainty occur during transitions between states, which is an intuitive result as transition
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periods exhibit mixed computational characteristics. Regardless, the uncertainty remains
below the threshold specified for unknown states and the robot accurately identifies its state
from introspective observation.
The Xk trend, which remains constant in Figure 5.5, identifies the robot’s state of
process configuration. As previously noted, this robot logged 4001 configurations, so this
identifier is scaled by

1
100 .

As shown, the robot’s process configuration does not change, even

though the robot is placed into a variety of computational states. This point illustrates the
fundamental assertion of this thesis: stand-alone robotic process configurations exhibit a
variety of computational states, which may not necessarily be desirable for robot operation.
Introspection addresses this problem by differentiating among these states and providing
the robot with essential system information feedback.

Failure Indentification

Figure 5.6: Laser Failure Identification.

The plot in Figure 5.6 presents introspective data recorded as the robot experiences a
broken laser. The command sequence employed to generate this figure started the robot in
the idle state, and transitioned it to wall following where the robot was to remain. While
in this navigation state, the robot’s navigation LIDAR was disabled to emulate a hardware
failure. Consequentially, the robot’s LIDAR process crashed and the robot halted. Internally, introspection observed and identified the incident, even though the robot was never
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trained to classify a broken LIDAR state. As shown, the stage where the sensor stopped
functioning is accompanied by a change in the robot’s configuration state; a rise in uncertainty that crosses the unknown threshold; and a labeling of introspective state as unknown.
This result highlights the ability of introspection to sight problematic states without explicating classifying the state. Although it behooves the robot to know and observe as many
states as possible before deployment, unanticipated states will occur when operating in real
environments. Hence, the introspective ability to identify aberrant operational state is the
first crucial step in system recovery.

Recovery From Unexpected State

(a) Occluded laser recovery.

(b) Robot in spin mode.

Figure 5.7: Occluded Laser Recovery.

The plot in Figure 5.7 presents introspective data recorded as the robot’s primary navigation sensor becomes occluded while attempting to navigate. Note that for this experiment,
introspective feedback is utilized to control the robot. Hence, the robot is commanded into
a desired state of wall following navigation. After approximately 1500 stages of operation,
however, the robot’s navigation LIDAR is blinded as would occur with mud or dust. Unlike
the broken sensor experiment in the previous section, the robots process configuration is
unchanged when the LIDAR is blinded. Instead, the navigation system concludes the path
is blocked and halts the robot’s traverse. The resulting computational state identifies the
robot as idling, which is not the desired introspective state.
Equipped with this information, the introspective planner engages the robot in a spin
maneuver (shown in Figure 5.7b) and reconfigures the robot to use the reverse-looking
LIDAR to navigate. Once navigating with the rear LIDAR, the robot’s desired introspective
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state is restored, which effectively recovers the robot’s mode of operation.

Overall Performance
The figures in this section have shown results from field deployments of robotic introspection.
These results demonstrate the claims of robotic introspection, which include the ability to
classify and recognize introspective state, the ability to identify unknown operational states,
and the ability to recover from undesirable states of operation; but how indicative are these
results of introspection overall?
The answer is that this implementation of introspection is empirically robust due to the
binary behavior of process activity. The resulting observation states defined by equation
5.1 reflect a probability of observing a certain process observation over a given window of
stages. When placed into the introspective map, these probabilities are averaged according
to reconfiguration actions. As shown in Figure 5.4 the averaged probabilities are strong
indicators of state since each white cell in Figure 5.4 represents a 90% or greater chance of
process observation and each black cell represents less than 1%. In this sense, data flow and
CPU consuption are binary indicators (i.e. either a process is active and procducing data, or
it is dormat and not producing data). This “on-off” behavior of process activity is conducive
to the partitioning method described in Section 4.3. This thesis does not presume that such
process behavior will exist on all robotic computational systems; rather, it demostrates how
characteristics of specific computational systems can be exploited.
Figure 5.8 examines the robustness of introspective localization through misclassification
percentages. For this plot, the robot produced introspective maps using 10% of the robot’s
archieved operational data. The remaining 90% was then used to test accuracy of introspective localizaiton for each of the three introspective maps and across an increasing window
size. The test data contained no unknown states; therefore, this plot shows the percentage
of stages where the localized sequence deviated from the expected sequence.
According to Figure 5.8, the stimulation sensor performed the best as the localization
sensor, misclassifying less than 2% of the robot’s operational state for all window sizes
examined. The CPU consumption sensor performed just slighty worse than the stimulation
sensor and the combination of both sensors3 peformed the poorest. Note also that the
window size after approximately a width of 10 stages has little effect upon the ability to
accurately recognize introspective state. This finding is interesting as the size of the window
determines the speed at which the introspective system recognizes state (i.e. large window
sizes require more time to gather information to recognize state).
For those results that were misclassified, the source of misclassification becomes can be
attributed to state transitions as shown in Figure 5.5. In fact, as documented in Figure 5.9,
3

The combined observation state for these sensors was a concatenation of observation vectors.
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Figure 5.8: Total misclassification.

state transitions are the primary cause of mislabeling. The plot in Figure 5.9 was generated
with the same procedure as Figure 5.8, however, data within a radius of the window’s size
about transition stages was excluded. As a consequence of this exclusion, the percentage
of misclassified stages becomes zero for all process sensor paradigms with adequate window
sizes.
An alternative evaluation of introspective ability is to examine the nominal uncertainty
in state identification. Figure 5.10 shows the average uncertainty for the same data set as
analyzed in Figure 5.8. This uncertainty is computed from Equation 5.5 for each stage of
operation, which is then averaged for each process sensor paradigm and window size. Similar
to what was observed in Figure 5.8, uncertainty ranks stimulation sensing as the most certain
to identify state, CPU consumption sensing as the next best, and the combination of these
two as the least certain. Regardless of ranking, however, all uncertainty values fall below
the unknown identification threshold (i.e 0.6). Also note the standard deviation for these
computations also fall below this identification threshold.
In summary, these results incontrovertibly demonstrate introspection’s ability to accurately and robustly identify a robot’s computational and operational state. Introspective
reasoning in this study was also shown to be successful, but was limited to recovery of broken and blinded sensors. To explore this area more thoroughly, however, the next section
discusses a series of simulated experiments.
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Figure 5.10: Overall uncertainty in state estimate.
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5.2

Experiments in Introspective Reasoning

This section presents a set of simulated experiments designed to evaluate robotic introspection for planning and reasoning. In particular, the aim of these experiments is to observe
• the ability to improve the likelihood of task completion;
• the number of introspection states encountered; and
• the magnitude to which performance time is affected.
The framework of these experiments is as follows: A simulated robot is given a navigation
objective and a set of sensor, intermediary, and actuator processes that enable the robot to
achieve this objective. The robot operates under a set of assumptions, which include
1. any prior knowledge the robot is given is true;
2. sensors do not fail and do not err; and
3. objects observed by the robot’s visual sensors are obstacles.
The world in which the robot resides is physically varied to induce situations of operational uncertainty. Specifically, the robot will encounter three types of worlds as shown in
Figure 5.11:
An Ideal World. The ideal world, denoted w1 , is one in which all assumptions hold true.
An Incorrect World. In this world, denoted w2 , the robot encounters situations that
break Assumption 1. These situations are modeled as obstacles that stop the robot’s
progress toward the goal.
A Confusing World. In this world, denoted w3 , the robot encounters situations that
break Assumption 1 and Assumption 3, which could be interpreted as breaking Assumption 2. These situations are modeled as objects that appear to be obstacles, but
do not physically impede the robot’s progress toward the goal.
Prior to task execution, the robot is not aware of the world where it resides (e.g. the
robot believes it inhabits the w1 ). The robot has a set of operational modes and a set of
process sensors that observe the robot’s internal state during task execution. The goal of
the experiment is to quantify the ability of introspection to select a mode of operation for
an arbitrary world.
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Figure 5.11: Visualization of three worlds used in this experiment. The robot is the square
object, which is navigating to the location specified by triangular object. The left is w1 , the
middle is w2 , and the right is w3 . The world w2 has a obstacle unknown to the robot that
will prohibit the robot’s progress toward the goal. The world w3 has unknown objects that
appear as obstacles, but will not impede the robot’s progress.

Robot Specification
The robot model for this experiment is a differential-drive platform with a set of sensory,
intermediary, and actuator processes. Four sensors are provided to the robot: a range sensor;
a bump sensor; a global position sensor; and a sensor that detects a goal position. The robot
is also given four mapping and five behaviors processes. The mapping processes, pmap ,
include a null map (has no map), a prior map, an evidence grid mapper and a reflectance
mapper. The behavior processes, pbehavior , include two different grid planners, a control law
drives the robot directly to the goal, a behavior that dodges obstacles, and a behavior that
changes directions when it bumps into obstacles.
As such, the modes of operation in this experiment are restricted to process configura) and one behavior process (pbehavior
). The configuration
tions of one mapping process (pmap
j
i
state space, X, is therefore every combination of map-behavior pairing, which yields the
twenty operating states shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Configuration of Operating Modes
Map
Scheme
Prior Map
Null Map
Evidence
Reflectance

BFS
Planner
x1
x6
x11
x16

A*
Planner
x2
x7
x12
x17

Servo
Control
x3
x8
x13
x18

Wall
Avoid
x4
x9
x14
x19

Bump
Avoid
x5
x10
x15
x20

The process sensors defined above are used to monitor processes in action. The satisfac-
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tion sensor, however, is only applicable for the goal sensor process, which produces a binary
satk
sat = 0 if otherwise.
= 1 if the goal process is satisfied at stage k, and ygoal
response ygoal

The configuration actions for this robot enables it to switch from one configuration to
any other configuration. The set of actions is therefore U = {u1 , u2 , . . . u20 }, one for each
x ∈ X.
The introspective state, which takes the form ηk = (η0 , ỹk , ũk−1 ), will now be utilized to
conduct the following experiments
Experiment 1 This experiment establishes a baseline for robot performance for each mode
of operation. The robot’s actions are fixed at the start of each trial, thereby locking
the robot into one configuration. Consequentially, the cost functional is unnecessary
as the robot has no choice but to stay in its start configuration.
Experiment 2 This experiment maps the introspection state space. The robot performs a
random walk through the action space U while documenting Ỹ and Ũ . The random
action selection occurs after k/3 stages for a limit of k stages. Actions are selected
from a uniform distribution across U . The process observation history, Ỹ , and action
history, Ũ , are archived as training data for the remaining two experiments.
Experiment 3 This experiment utilizes a feedback plan πA to choose configurations based
on expected stage for goal satisfaction. The cost of configuration, L(x̃k+1 , ũk ) = E(kx ),
is the expected stage for successful task completion. The plan, πA , chooses an action
uk = arg minx (E(kx )) and applies said action for E(kx ) stages. If after E(kx ) stages
the goal is not achieved, this action is removed and the next-best action is selected.
The robot’s start configuration state, x0 , is varied for each trial.
Experiment 4 This experiment utilizes a feedback plan πB to choose configurations based
on the current introspective state ηk . This plan is created from the computed joint
probability distribution on prior data. At each stage, the configuration that maximizes
the likelihood of success P (Success|ηk ) is chosen. To simplify this computation, the
Markov assumption is made such that
ηk = (η0 , ỹk , ũk−1 ) → (η0 , yk , uk−1 )

(5.7)

The computed likelihood becomes P (Success|yk , uk−1 ), which is calculated using the
Bayesian recursive algorithm [4].
The robot is given the task to drive to a location, which satisfies the condition ygoal = 1.
This location is randomly generated on the farthest 30% of the room opposite to the robot’s
start position. For Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, this task is repeated 200 times
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per configuration per world. For Experiment 3 and Experiment 4, this task is repeated
200 times per world for each feedback plan, πA and πB . The results are presented in the
following section.

Results and Conclusions
The results for Experiment 1 are shown in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.14. Recall that
Experiment 1 examined each x ∈ X on an individual basis. As such, Figure 5.12 shows
the likelihood of success for each configuration and world. Figure 5.14, on the other hand,
shows the average rate of task completion for each configuration and world. For each figure,
a gray-scale color is mapped to the cell corresponding to the configuration listed in Table
5.1. The function used to compute these cell values are described in the captions of each
figure.

(a) Ideal World.

(b) Incorrect World.

(c) Confusing World.

Figure 5.12: These figures show the probability of successful task completion for each


k
= 1|X = xi , W = wj for some k ≤ K, the
configuration and world, or cellij = P ygoal
maximum stage count. Here, white corresponds to a high probability, cellij ≈ 1, and
black corresponds to a low probability, cellij ≈ 0.
Figure 5.13 shows that the robot is most likely to be successful when the assumptions
of the robot’s processes correlate to the true world state. In the ideal world, (see Figure
5.12a) operational states that exploit knowledge of the world (indicated in the first three
columns) perform flawlessly. The exception (indicated in the lower left corner) is a configuration that incapacitates the robot. This configuration illustrates that the combination of
certain processes may not lead to meaningful robot behavior, but such configurations are
identifiable.
The remaining columns in Figure 5.12a represent configurations that do not explicitly
attempt to achieve the goal, but are occasionally “fortunate” and stumble upon it. Regardless of world, these configuration have a low likelihood of successful task completion.
At first, it may appear odd to consider such configurations in this study; however, these
configurations emphasize the ability of introspection to identify operational states that do
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Figure 5.13: This image shows the combined probability of success for each configuration.
Each cell in this image is computed as a product of the corresponding cell values for each of
the three worlds. The result, indicated by the white squares, shows the greatest chances for
successful task completion occur when the robot has perfect knowledge of the environment.

and do not facilitate task fulfillment. In fact, if the robot knew which world it occupied,
choosing the configuration that maximized the robot’s chances of successful task completion
is straightforward (i.e. choose the operational state corresponding to the brightest white
square).
The final conclusion to draw from these images is that misleading knowledge (i.e. new information that does not match processes assumptions) have significant consequences. In the
world with obstacles, those configurations that have perfect knowledge or that dynamically
incorporate new knowledge perform well as shown by the white squares. In the confusing
world, the configurations with perfect a priori knowledge or that ignore new knowledge do
well; however, configurations that dynamically incorporate knowledge do exceedingly poor.
The reason is that the processes that incorporate new knowledge assume static obstacles.
When the obstacles are mobile, these processes misread the world and cannot satisfy the
objective whereas those that ignore new information can succeed.
Figure 5.14 shows the average rate of task completion for those x ∈ X that successfully
obtained the objective. As presented, these results agree with intuition. On the random
chance the flag was in the right place at the right time, the unreliable configurations of
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(a) Ideal World.

(b) Incorrect World.
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(c) Confusing World.

Figure 5.14: These figures show the average rate of task completion for each
 configuration and world, normalized by world. Each cell is cellij = 1/Z 1/k̄xi ,wj for those
configurations where
 {0 < k < K} and K is the maximum stage count. The normalizer,
Z = maxxij k̄xi ,wj , is the maximum rate per world. Here, white corresponds to a high
average rate, cellij ≈ 1, and black corresponds to a low average rate, cellij ≈ 0.

Table 5.2: Preliminary Results
Key

Exp 1

Exp 2

Exp 3

Exp 4

Observed

109

191

162

110

P (Success)

0.46

0.59

0.79

0.8

AV E(k)|S

170

203

356

341

columns 4 and 5 achieved the goal fastest. The planning-based operational states of columns
1 and 2 performed consistently slower than the simpler behaviors of columns 3, 4 and 5.
Hence, when the conditions are right for simpler processes, they tend to achieve the objective
faster than those that plan.
The next set of results, reported in Table 5.2, summarize all the experiments in this
study. These numbers reflect the culmination of all configurations at addressing the task.
The columns are organized by experiment while the rows are organized by analysis criteria,
which include
• Observed: the total number of introspective states observed in the experiment.
• P (Success): the overall likelihood of task completion.
• AV E(k)|S: the average number of stages required to complete the task successfully.
Starting with the first row, this data shows that as the configuration plan becomes more
specific, a fewer number of introspective states are encountered. The underlying cause for
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this phenomenon is related to the switching routine. Random configuration selections pick
poorer performing pairs, thereby allowing a variety of previously un-encountered observations to be made. Observing these introspective states is critical in providing the robot
knowledge about the introspective state space such that the robot will not be “surprised” to
encounter these states in the future.
The second row reflects the overall likelihood of success for the robot if placed into one
of these worlds arbitrarily with a random start configuration. As shown, Experiment 1
exhibits a low overall likelihood of success since the robot has no ability to change its mode
of operation. As the reconfiguration plans become more specific, the odds of completing the
task become higher.
Finally, the third row reports timing performance. As shown, the more specialized the
selection routine, the longer it takes for successful task completion. This result agrees with
the findings of Experiment 1 since in two of the three worlds planning configurations worked
the best but were slower, and in only one of the three worlds did faster reactive configurations
perform well.
Overall, these results present a clear case in favor of introspection through process reconfiguration over static process configuration. Reconfiguration leads to systems that can
handle a larger class of problems in a variety of working conditions as indicated by the near
doubled odds of completing a task. In addition, one observation that corroborates with
these results is that simple processes with assumptions that match the world state will work
and, in general, outperform more generic planning schemes. This observation implies that
no single operational state can, or for that matter, should address all problems; rather, it
is optimal for the system to match the operational state to the observed world state. Such
capability would be provided by an introspective system.
In the next section, these simulated results are tested on a real robotic system in a real
and difficult subterranean environment. Performance time was not examined; however, a
human-developed introspection plan will prove critical in allowing this robot to complete its
task.

5.3

Experiments in Portal Exploration

This section details a series of field experiments where introspective feedback plans of the
kind simulated in the previous section proved essential to the recovery of a subterranean
robot during remote operation. These field experiments were conducted in the abandoned
Mathies coal mine near Pittsburgh, PA. This mine (seen in Figure 5.16a) is a long and
semi-straight stretch of corridor that passes through a mountain. One year prior to these
experiments, Mathies served as a tunnel for coal haulage. After being abandoned, acidic
runoff from Mathies and other nearby mines collected near one of Mathies’ portals. The
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PA-DEP4 , interested in running drainage pipelines through this old mine, requested a mapping and inspection of the mine. This situation proved ideal to demonstrate the mapping
capabilities of an autonomous mobile robot [11].

Figure 5.15: The picture on the left is of Groundhog submerged in mud and water. The
figure on the right shows a flow-chart depicting Groundhog’s introspective fault-recovery
scheme.
In the context of the introspective framework, the robot’s task was to explore the mine
via portals at either end of the mine. This task, known as emphportal exploration, required
the robot to navigate a predetermined distance into the mine and then return to the entry
portal with a log of sensor data. The robot was given three operational modes that span
the class of operating modes in the simulation of the previous section. These include
Terrain Navigation (x0 ) where the robot creates a local map of its environment, plans a
path in this map, and follows this plan;
Wall Following (x1 ) where the robot servos directly from LIDAR readings that keep it
centered in the corridor; and
Blind Navigation (x2 ) where the robot simply engages its motors in the desired direction
of traverse.
4

Pennsylvania’s Department of Environmental Protection (on the web at www.dep.state.pa.us).
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The process sensors used in this experiment took the form of a watchdog timer that
monitored CPU lockup and status sensors that monitored the operational state of sensory
hardware. The introspective feedback plan, which was human developed in this study, is
illustrated by the flow chart of Figure 5.15b. Here, the robot is taken from x0 → x2 as the
introspective state is observed. The results of this plan, which was geared for preservation
of the system and not optimization, are shown in Table 5.3.

Figure 5.16: The Mathies Mine. The top picture is a mine map of Mathies. The long
highlighted sections indicate location of robot exploration. The circled portion of the map
shows a discrepancy, which motivated the deployment of this robotic system. The lower
images shows the maps and scans taken from Mathies by mobile system.
Throughout the course of these experiments, the robot was deployed on eight occasions
and endured mine collapse, deep ditches, mud, and streaming water. In total, 800 meters of
the possible 2100 meters of mine corridor was successfully mapped of which 2 kilometers of
mine corridor was autonomously traversed. The results acquired from these eight deployments are displayed in Figure 5.16b with a more detailed account of each deployment seen
in Table 5.3. During this study, the robot encountered hardware failures, environmental
problems, software errors, and human/robot interaction problems - yet the robot was recovered on every deployment. A key reason for this success is the introspective feedback plan,
which provided a fault-tolerant autonomy system.
Table 5.3 describes each account of the robot’s voyages into the Mathies mine. For each
mission into the mine except for the first, human personnel were prohibited from entering;
thus, a catastrophic failure of the system would result in a loss of the robot. As is noted by
the table, only two out of the eight experiments occurred without an error. In the remaining
six, the robot became trapped in mud, tangled in fallen cables, or blinded by the loss of its
primary mapping sensors.
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Table 5.3: Deployments of Groundhog into the Mathies Mine
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Date
05/30
10/01
10/01
10/01
10/08
10/22
10/22
10/30

Dist (m)
308
100
100
60
140
20
10
230

Return
Roof fall
Complete
Complete
Submergence
Roof fall
Software failure
Software failure
Fallen cable

Time (min)
155
48
43
30
81
20
9
140

Egress
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The flow chart in Figure 5.15b summarizes the final fault-recovery system. For any
instance of a fault, such as the loss of a laser or watch-dog timeout, the first response
saved system status to disk and restarted the robot. If a succession of restarts occurs
without progress toward an exit, an alternative, degraded operation mode was engaged.
The first degraded mode would bypass path planning procedures and rely on wall following
for locomotion. Should this mode succumb to faults, a third and final mode would engage
the motors in the direction of the exit without sensory feedback - a mode inspired by
Groundhog’s first experimental fault. Because of the risks involved when operating without
sensor feedback, this last mode was only executed for brief periods of time before attempting
a higher mode again.

5.4

Conclusions

In conclusion, this chapter has provided ample evidence to support the claims of robot introspection. Section 5.1 presented an implemented version of introspection that demonstrated
the introspective ability to recall, recognize and reason about computational state. Section
5.2 presented results from introspective reasoning experiments that demonstrated an improved probability of successful task completion. Finally, Section 5.3 presented results from
an implemented version of introspection that proved introspection’s ability to sustain robot
operation in the face of extreme and unanticipated field conditions.

Chapter 6

Robotic Survey: An Analysis of
Human and Robot Capability
Robotic survey, an approach that merges robotic technology with traditional surveying techniques, addresses two fundamental problems associated with subterranean data collection.
These include
1. the absence of accurate global position information and
2. the ability to maintain process quality for long durations of time.
As such, automated robotic survey provides a means to efficiently, repeatably and accurately register a robot’s sensor footprint to a global coordinate frame while underground.
In this context, LIDAR scans, photographs, thermal images, gas concentrations, moisture
levels and countless other sensing modalities can be accurately co-registered to provide an
unrivaled virtual view of subterranean voids.
The surveying system presented in this chapter utilizes a pair of robotic platforms where
a robotic total station provides accurate position information to a mobile robot equipped
with modeling sensors. Together, the mobile platform moves to a scan location, stops, scans
the environment and repeats this cycle while the total station tracks and documents the
movements of the mobile robot.
The work presented in this chapter compares the capabilities of four autonomy modes for
a robotic surveying system. Over the course of a year, this surveying system was transformed
from a human-operated procedure to one that was fully automated. The differences separating human operation and autonomy reside only in the control of the robotic components. As
such, this work assesses the change in system performance during the transformation from
human tele-operation to full autonomy. Results from this study show conclusively that autonomous robots are capable, thorough, and efficient in the procurement of subterranean
data, outperforming the abilities of human counterparts.
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Enabling this evolution in autonomy is the robotic introspection framework presented in
this thesis. As such, this chapter also demonstrates how process observation and reconfiguration is conducive to the “growth” of robot capabilities. Growth refers to the robot’s ability
to take and assimilate new processes with old functionality to form new skills. Claims of this
introspective framework, which state proficiency in the adaptation, analysis and optimization of robot operation, will be validated in the development and performance of automated
robotic survey.

6.1

Introduction to Robotic Survey

(a) Robot and Laser.

(b) Spinning Turret.

Figure 6.1: Platforms for robotic survey.

Robotic surveying, as demonstrated in this thesis, utilizes a total station (e.g. an actuated and highly accurate range-measuring laser) to track the position of a mobile platform
equipped with a special reflective prism (Figure 6.1a). As the robot moves and scans a
subterranean space, the survey instrument monitors the robot’s position by following the
robot’s on-board prism. Pose information (i.e. the orientation of the robot) is obtained by
either outfitting the robot with multiple prisms as in Figure 6.1a or by mounting one prism
to an actuated platform located on the robot as in Figure 6.1b. The computed differential
between relative prism locations on the robot provides an estimate of body orientation that
aligns each of the robot’s sensors to a particular vantage.
At the start of the survey process (Figure 6.2), the mobile robot is initialized with a
route plan while the survey instrument is calibrated and pointed in the direction of the
mobile robot. The mobile robot, outfitted with a suite of sensors appropriate for data
collection, then begins logging the data feeds from all its sensors. For this study, the robot’s
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LEGEND
Performance
Factor
Performance
Evaluator

NO

YES

Figure 6.2: Flowchart of the Robotic Survey Process. This chart shows the procedural
layout of robotic survey starting with initialization. Highlighted in this chart are performance factors and evaluators. Performance factors indicate areas of the surveying process
that are automated over the duration of this study. Performance evaluators indicate areas
that are measured to compare performance among the modes of automation.
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sensory payload consisting of 3D LIDAR, low-light video, a high-resolution still camera, a
thermometer, a thermal camera, and inertial measurement. Once initialized and logging,
the robot enters into a cycle of scanning, interacting with the survey instrument, moving
and stopping. The period of time the robot is stopped and scanning is called a station. At
each station, the robot moves its survey prism to four locations while the survey instrument
measures each prism position. After obtaining these measurements, the prism location is
reset and the robot is moved to the next scan location. This cyclic operation transpires until
the robot has completed its survey, is halted by error, or is stopped by human intervention.
Inherently, the process of robotic survey is straightforward. Similar techniques already
exist for human-operated laser-profiling systems in quarries and surface mine operations
[111, 112]. The drawback to these methods, especially in the subterranean domain, resides
in the strain to people who experience fatigue due to the tedious and repetitive nature of
moving and preparing the laser-profiling device between stations [34]. As such, this research
evaluates the performance of human-operated laser-profiling survey, which denotes the stateof-the-art in subterranean laser-modeling, with human-operated robotic survey as a basis
for performance analysis.

6.2

Performance Factors and Metrics

For this study, six performance factors were identified to analyze four modes of robotic
survey. Five of the six factors are components of the robotic surveying process as identified
in Figure 6.2. The sixth factor considers errors, which can occur at any stage of the process.
These factors are
• Prism placement
This factor controls the placement of prism for each survey measurement.
• Communication
This factor controls the coordination between the mobile robot and the survey instrument.
• Survey instrument operation
This factor controls the survey instrument, which entails locating and tracking the
robot’s prism for measurement acquisition.
• Station selection
This factor determines the placement of the mobile robot for each station.
• Mobilization
This factor controls the movement of the mobile robot between stations.
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• Error recovery
This factor controls how the system responds to undesirable situations.
Each of these factors is an integral piece in the robotic surveying process. A breakdown
in one area will halt the surveying process entirely. As such, the metrics to quantify these
factors are based upon time and error. Time measures rate of survey progress and will
be divided according to the two phases of surveying: mobilization and station times (noted
in Figure 6.2). Errors, which must be separated from normal operation since they affect
timing metrics, quantify the frequency of system halts. Errors are normalized by station
count per system deployment. Section 6.4 of this chapter provides additional explanation
of these metrics and presents the performance results for this study.
The four modes of robotic survey studied in this research correspond to the evolution in
autonomous capability. These modes include:
Human Operation. Human operation, as the first phase of autonomy development, utilized a two-man team to perform data collection where one human puppeteered the
robot while another human operated the survey instrument. The puppeteer followed
the prescribed survey-scan-move procedure, which entailed operating the robot’s turret
for prism placement; coordinating with the survey instrument operator for measurement acquisition; selecting the location of the next station; and driving the robot
to said location. The survey instrument operator controlled the survey device and
coordinated with the puppeteer to take survey measurements. This approach emulates techniques employed by laser-profiling survey [34], and will therefore represent
the current benchmark for modern methods of laser-based surveys in subterranean
environments.
Mixed Human-Robot Operation . The second phase of autonomy development involved automating the mobile robot. This process included the automatic selection
of station locations, autonomous navigation, and autonomous turret control for prism
placement. The survey instrument was operated by a human and the two entities
communicated through light signals where the robot would flash lights to the operator
indicating when a survey measurement was required.
Automated Robotic Survey . The third phase of autonomy development involved automating the survey instrument. This phase added computer control of the survey
instrument and established a direct line of communication between the robot and survey instrument. Errors, which most often occurred when the survey instrument lost
sight of the robot’s prism, were not automatically handled and a human was required
to correct these situations.
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Optimized Autonomy. The last phase of autonomy development automated error recovery1 and optimized robot performance based upon introspective observation.

Table 6.1: Correlation of Performance Factors with Modes of Autonomy
Factor
Prism placement
Communication
Survey instrument
Station selection
Mobilization
Error recovery

Human
M
M
M
M
M
M

Human-Robot
A
M
M
A
A
M

Robot
A
A
A
A
A
M

Optimized
A*
A
A
A
A*
A

The correlation between autonomy modes and performance factors is presented in Table
6.1. Here, factors under human operation are labeled M for “manual”, while the factors labeled as A represent “automation”. All factors labeled A* indicate that they were optimized
in the final stage of autonomy development.

6.3

Automation and Robotic Introspection

The automation of robotic survey for this study was made possible through the robotic
introspection framework developed in this thesis. From a technical standpoint, robotic
introspection is not necessary for automated surveying; however, an introspective framework
has advantages over engineered solutions when it comes to the adaptation of a robot and its
tasks [33]. These advantages include the automation of architectural construction and the
ability to analyze system performance for optimization.
To automate architectural construction, introspection provides facilities for architectural
adaptation of the robot to new tasks. Newly developed processes are assimilated by the
system, as opposed to redesigning the system for new tasks. For example, Figure 6.3 shows
changes of the process configuration space over the course of this study as new processes are
introduced into the system. Each new process is accompanied by an increase in the number
of configurations observed by the system. As shown, this increase in configuration begins to
explode as the number of processes grows, which was theoretically predicted in Chapter 5.
Of the observed configurations, many represent transient states that occur as the system
shifts from one desired configuration to another. The phenomena of transient configuration
arises as data flow is incrementally redirected from one process to another. As it happens,
these transient configuration states constitute the majority of observed configurations, but
1

Automated error recovery recovers from common errors; all other errors are still handled by human
supervisors.
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Figure 6.3: This plot shows the configurations observed by the introspection framework over
the duration of autonomy development. Each individual point represents a unique process
configuration identification number. Notice that out of the 4001 configuration observed, only
a small portion are encountered during operation. Those configurations encountered during
the three phases of survey autonomy are highlighted. In addition, only two configurations
per phase of autonomy represent the majority of operation time. Configurations in this
majority are labeled xN where N is the configuration identifier.

represent only a small percentage of operational time. This situation is shown by the pie
chart in Figure 6.4. This chart shows the percentage of operating time occupied by process
configuration states for the optimized mode of autonomy2 . In this case, approximately 99%
of operation time is spent within two configuration states.
To build new behavior from new or existing process configurations, the robot is manually
placed into specific modes of operation. New behavior is therefore created by developing
feedback plans from introspective information. The process of robotic survey is actually
an introspective feedback plan that alternates the robot between scan and movement operational states. For this reason, introspection also provides a means to optimize robot
performance. The plots in Figure 6.5 demonstrate such optimization as automated survey
is improved into what this study denotes as optimized survey.
2

The other modes of autonomy produced nearly identical charts to the one shown here.
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Figure 6.4: Percent of operation time occupied by configurations of robotic survey under
optimized autonomy.

(a) Automated stimulation observations.

(b) Optimized stimulation observations.

Figure 6.5: Optimization for robotic survey. This plot shows one cycle of the survey
process for the automated and optimized modes of robotic survey. Note the optimized
is nearly 30 seconds faster than automated. Half of this time improvement is attributed
to the synchronization of the actuator processes during the movement phase of robotic
survey.
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The optimization strategy for robotic survey focuses upon two areas. First, as shown in
Figure 6.5a, stimulation observations for the robot’s drive motors and turret motor processes
show a 12 second time gap during the moving phase of survey. The physical interpretation
of this observation is that the robot moves to the next station within 10 seconds, but waits
another 12 seconds for the turret to prepare for the next scan. Using this information,
however, the move phase of robotic survey is optimized such that the turret and drive
motors stop at the same time (see Figure 6.5b). This improvement removes 12 seconds of
wait time between scan stations.
The second area of optimization reduces the time spent performing a scan by efficiently
managing turret operation. Introspective observation notes this optimization as a reduction
in the time between spikes in the turret motor process. As such, the survey cycle that
originally took 89 seconds for autonomous survey to complete, takes only 62 seconds for
the optimized mode. This overall improvement in time is more pronounced when examined
collectively for large deployments of robotic survey, which is a topic discussed in the following
section.

6.4

Performance Analysis

For this study, data was acquired from multiple field deployments of robotic survey for each
mode of autonomy. All data sets utilized the same equipment (i.e. robot and surveying
instrument), followed the same procedure of moving and scanning as described in Section
6.1, and occurred in different yet comparable subterranean environments. For comparison,
the inter-station distances were kept within 3 to 4 meters such that traverse distance did
not effect timing metrics. The four autonomy modes under evaluation, as described in Section 6.2, included human operation, mixed human-robot, automated survey and optimized
autonomy. The human subjects utilized in this study remained the same throughout all
trials and were trained and practiced at operating the robot and survey instrument. Human
performance statistics are therefore assumed to reflect adroit capability.
Examples of the performance data recorded for this study are shown in Figure 6.6. Here,
a representative sample of cycle times (i.e. the total time spent to move and scan) for each
autonomy mode are plotted over the course of 120 stations. As it happens, these performance
trends are indicative of the overall results presented in Figure 6.7. For example, human
operation tends to be slower than autonomy with a larger degree of fluctuation as compared
to the near-level trends exhibited by automation. In addition, optimized autonomy is clearly
the fastest mode of robotic survey, showing mild deviations in performance (indicated by
the spikes), which are still below the nominal cycle times of human-robot operation and full
autonomy.
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Figure 6.6: This plot shows performance trends for the four modes of autonomy in terms of
cycle times (i.e. mobilization time + station time). Sampled across 120 stations, these trends
reflect the results presented in Table 6.2 where average human performance time is higher
with larger deviations compared to consistent trends in autonomous operation. Note that
missing data points indicate the occurrence of errors and that the trends for Human-Robot
and Robot autonomy modes overlap one another due to performance similarities.

The overall results of this study are presented in Figure 6.7 and show clear performance
improvements as autonomy is incorporated into the surveying process. The average time
spent per cycle drops from 128 seconds for a human team, to 68 seconds for optimized
autonomy (representing a 50% improvement in efficiency). In addition, the deviation (indicated by the Total error bars) in human performance is severe compared to the systems
that employ autonomy. The data trends in Figure 6.6 alluded to this situation, but this
figure shows that automated systems are more precise at performing reptitive tasks.
The two remaining bars in Figure 6.7, labeled Mobilization and Station, explain
these per-station observations. Notice, for example, the mean station times for the first
three modes of autonomy are relatively equivalent while the mean mobility times undergo
a dramatic change. This result is a consequence of the costly preparation time required
to manually move the robot verses the small overhead involved in allowing the robot to
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Figure 6.7: This plot summarizes the performance time for each mode of autonomy. Performance is presented in three categories: average mobilization time, average station time,
and average cycle time, which is mobilization + station time. Human operation is the least
efficient and most inconsistent of all phases as indicated by the mean and reported deviation,
respectively. Mixed human-robot and full automation are similar in performance because
they share the automated mobile robot factors, and are significantly faster in terms of mobility than fully human operated modes. The best performing mode is optimized autonomy,
being around 50% faster than human operation and 30% faster than both human-robot and
full automation. The data used to generate this chart is provided in Table 6.2.

move itself. This observation is further punctuated by the negligible deviation in time
spent moving under autonomy. Station times, on the other hand, exhibit comparatively
higher deviation (as noted by the Station error bars) than mobilization. This deviation is
attributed to the interaction factor between robot and survey instrument at each station.
To supplement Figure 6.7, Table 6.2 contains the full set of analysis data collected from
this study. This information includes the sample size, error likelihood, and performance
times. The sample size for each autonomy mode is listed in the Sample Size column
with units in robot stations. To accurately portray performance characteristics, stations
where errors occurred were removed from statistical computations. In this work, errors are
considered to be stations where one or more of the survey readings were corrupted or where
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the cycle time exceeded two standard deviations from the sample mean. Error is reported
in the % Likelihood of Error column and is expressed in terms of the percentage of error
occurrence. The remaining columns, labeled Station Time, Mobilization Time, and
Period, report the scan, mobility and cycle times (in seconds), respectively.
Table 6.2: Survey Performance Comparison
Mode
Human-operated
Human-Robot
Automated
Optimized

Sample
Size
216
260
206
220

% Likelihood
of Error
8.6%
4.4%
3.5%
3.3%

Station
Time (sec)
74 ± 15
76 ± 1
77 ± 8
52 ± 5

Mobilization
Time (sec)
55 ± 17
23.26 ± 0.05
23.27 ± 0.05
15.26 ± 0.06

Period
(sec)
128 ± 27
99 ± 1
100 ± 8
68 ± 5

The timing statistics presented in columns Station Time, Mobilization Time, and
Period have already been discussed and presented in Figure 6.7. Of note in Table 6.2,
however, is the % Likelihood of Error column. As shown, the likelihood of error is
reduced from 8.6% for a team of people, to 3.3% for optimized autonomy. These numbers
imply that people are twice as likely to err than a surveying system operating under its own
control. The caveat to this metric, however, is that people are still required to repair the
errors that cause the system to cease operation.
In summary, this section shows conclusively that autonomous robot systems can outperform people in the monotonous and repetitive task of robotic surveying. In its final stage of
automation, the presented surveying system was twice as fast as a human team and half as
likely to make an error. Furthermore, the automated system was significantly more precise,
and therefore more predictable, than the human team.

6.5

Model Analysis

Robotic survey has been shown to be more efficient than human counterparts at the task
of data collection. This evidence does not show, however, that the data acquired via this
technique is adequate to survey quality. As such, this section discusses the accuracy of
autonomous robotic survey.
Over the duration of this study, robotic survey underwent eleven, multiple-day field deployment where two to three surveys were conducted per day. In total, approximately 30
surveys were performed in environments spanning coal mines, limestone mines, and tunnels.
The accuracy of this surveying process (human-operated or automated) was verified to produce surface measurements within 8cm of alternative profiling technologies such as human
survey and stationary laser profiling systems. Figure 6.9, for example, shows the difference
between a decades-old human-surveyed mine map and one generated through robotic survey
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(b) Individual Survey Stations.

Figure 6.8: Scan Coverage. (a) This map is a thin slice of 2D data extracted from a 3D
model that was built via the robotic survey process. This model contains 172 individual
LIDAR scans that were fused from 86 robot stations covering 183 meters of mine corridor.
(b) A magnified view of this map showing a 12m section of corridor. The arrows in the
center of the map show the position and heading of each LIDAR scan.

across a traverse of 183 meters. In areas where concrete walls exist, which define a flat and
easily comparable surface, the prior map and robot survey are within 7.24cm of each other.
Natural surfaces, such as the rock wall, are within 15cm of each other; however, human
surveys “idealize” walls whereas as robotic survey captures the true interior surface. Topologically, intersections align exactly to locations specified on the prior map. The notable
differences in the surface comparisons are caused by alterations in the environment. As
shown in magnified portion of Figure 6.9, equipment and structural modifications dramatically alter the subterranean surface, which suggest yet another interesting application for
this technology: the ability to produce temporal subterranean maps that monitor change
over time.
As a point of reference, the maps and models presented in this chapter were created
via automated modeling software, which was also developed in conjunction to this research.
This software utilizes a combination of multi-view surface matching and global ICP for
global registration of scan data [40]. Each of surveyed position and pose serve as initial
alignments for these registration techniques.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison between robotic survey map and and an existing mine map. The
original mine map is represented by the dashed line. Differences between the prior and
robot-generated maps are signified by the colored area surrounding the dashed line. The
robot-generated map remains consistent to the “idealized” mine map; however, locations
where mine interior has changed are discernible.

6.6

Results from Robotic Survey

Upon completion of scan registration, each of the corrected LIDAR frames are used to
align the robots’s position and pose information. These corrections retroactively align all
of the robots sensors positions, creating a globally registered data-fused model. Spatial
visualization of geometric and non-geometric data greatly enhances the aesthetic appeal
and contextual understanding of these 3D models and 2D maps. This section presents a
portfolio of data-synthesized imagery that emanate from the process of robotic survey.
The first example of data fusion is shown in Figure 6.10 where high-resolution fisheye
photographs are corrected and overlaid onto a surface model. This procedure takes a projected 2D image plane and, through knowledge of camera and lens parameters (obtained
via calibration), maps every image pixel to a ray on a unit hemisphere. With this transformation and the relative LIDAR and camera poses, each point in the range image is colored
with information from the fisheye image.
The next set of plots show a variety of visualization formats for metric and non-metric
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Figure 6.10: This image shows the synthesis of range imagery with LIDAR. (A) Raw LIDAR
data is visualized as a point cloud. (B) A surface (or mesh) is applied to the point cloud.
(C) A fisheye image of the scene is taken during capture of the LIDAR image. Note: the
robot’s LIDAR sensor is seen at the bottom of the photograph. (D) Image pixels paint the
mesh to produce a photo realistic, textured-mapped 3D model.

modeling data. Note that all of these plots originate from the same data set. The deployment
specifics for this data set are listed in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Field Deployment Information
Void Class:
Location:
Date:
Station Count:
Traverse Length:
Elapsed Time:

Active Coal Mine
West Virginia
June 14, 2007
36
102 meters (334 feet)
360.3 seconds

In summary, the possibilities of spatially referenced robot sensor data is limitless in both
representation and application. Although not pictured here, other sensing modalities such
as gas concentrations, air flow, moisture content, etc. can be similarly referenced, mapped,
and visualized. As such, the future for such surveying systems resides in aggregate sensory
documentation.
One interesting caveat to robot data-gathering is the overwhelming volume of information that is generated. The ease to which these systems produce data through autonomy is
motivating the need for competent, robust and semi-automated software utilities to manage
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Figure 6.11: This image presents a high resolution elevation map of a mine entry. Each pixel
represents 5cm × 5cm (approximately 2in. × 2in.) patch of mine floor. Note the steady
descent of this corridor going from the left portion of the image to the right.

Figure 6.12: This image shows a height differential between the floor and ceiling of the mine
on a 5cm × 5cm (approximately 2in. × 2in.) patch of surface. Notice the vein-like features
running throughout this image. These features are conductor sheathing and cabling that
run throughout the mine (see Figure 6.13)
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Figure 6.13: This image reveals the vein-like features in Figure 6.12 to be conductor sheathing and cabling that run along the ceiling and walls of the mine.

Figure 6.14: This image shows a thermal plot of the robot’s traverse. Each circle represents
one station of robotic survey and the color of the said circle maps to the median temperature
value recorded while the robot was stationary. Note that the cross cut is a 2◦ Celsius cooler
than the corridor.
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Figure 6.15: This image shows the elevation differential relative to a small patch mine
floor (5cm × 5cm or approximately 2in. × 2in.). This type of map is called a gradient
map and its computation is identical to the cost map formulation presented in Chapter
??. These maps have utility in path planning for robot navigation [106, 105, 48]; however,
the procurement maps of this resolution and accuracy in the subterranean domain is only
achievable by techniques on par to robotic survey. Note that green corresponds to level
floor, red represents a severe change in elevation, and black represents unknowns cells.

the tedious and time-consuming nature of high-volume data processing. Furthermore, the
resulting maps, plots, photographs and video that are produced via this automated software
will likewise be immense, therefore requiring software tools with interactive and querying
capabilities.
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Figure 6.16: This image shows a spatially referenced high resolution photograph index.
Each circle represent a survey station where the robot acquired a series of high resolution
photographs.

Chapter 7

Conclusions
In conclusion, this thesis developed and demonstrated the utility of a robotic introspection
framework for data-gathering robotic systems in subterranean applications. Specifically, this
work has shown that
• robots are capable, thorough, and efficient in the procurement of subterranean data;
• robot-gathered data produces models of underground conditions that are superior to
existing maps; and
• subterranean models provide valuable information of underground that are otherwise
unobtainable.
These claims are justified by the many maps and models presented throughout this thesis.
In fact, approximately 75% of the subterranean data accrued during this thesis served to
make engineering decisions, verify geophysical surveys, investigate cases of subsidence, and
inspect sewer lines, mines, and tunnels.

7.1

Summary

This thesis addresses the problem of operational uncertainty for data-gathering mobile robots in subterranean environments. Operational uncertainty identifies a set of conditions
that create ambiguity in a robot’s self-perceived state of operation. Examples of these conditions include environmental changes, broken sensors or software faults. To an autonomy
framework, operational uncertainty leads the robot to make inappropriate decisions during
operation. The subterranean domain abounds with conditions that foster this uncertainty;
therefore, techniques that mitigate operational uncertainty are essential to robots that inhabit the subterranean world.
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In response to operational uncertainty, this work develops a framework for robotic introspection as a mechanism for modeling and observing operational state. Given a set of operating modes that enable robot functionality, robotic introspection provides an informationtheoretic method to select among these operational contexts when the robot is uncertain
of its operating state. Observation of these operating modes is made possible through the
utilization of process sensors that monitor processes engaged in computation. These observations allow the robot to (1) construct computational models of operation, (2) recognize
familiar and unfamiliar states of operation, and (3) improve decision-making.
The operating modes presented in this thesis performed topological exploration and mapping for mobile subterranean systems. These operating modes were composed of subterraneanproficient extensions to classic mobile robot algorithms for perception, navigation, localization, mapping and modeling. The combination of these environment-encoded algorithms
and dynamic mode selection provided domain specialization while diversifying robot capabilities. Robot performance in the subterranean domain was improved and its likelihood
of a successful task completion was increased. Experimental results obtained from robotic
exploration and mapping of mines and tunnels verified these claims, showing significant improvements of reliability and performance over existing fixed modes of operation and human
tele-operation.

7.2

Contributions

• The first investigation of robotic introspection for operational autonomy on
a field robotic platform. Robotic introspection is a relatively new field of research
and this work is the first to attempt an introspective framework for field operations.
• The most comprehensive study to date of robotic deployment in subterranean environments. Unique to this research, trials of robot deployment have
occurred in a variety of underground environments including active and abandoned
coal mines, limestone mines, lead mines, zinc mines, tunnels, caves, sewers, and a mixture of voids in and beneath buildings. For each of these environments, a spectrum
of conditions including flooded, dry, muddy, confined, open, smoke-filled, borehole
entry, and portal entry have been explored. The perspective gained through these diverse deployments is summarized in Chapter 2 in the characterization of subterranean
environments.
• The largest and most extensive models of subterranean environments. For
each robotic deployment, a representative model was generated. This work has produced 3D metric models of interior subterranean surfaces verified accurate to within
a few centimeters over thousands of feet of traverse. In addition, this dissertation has
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accrued a repository of subterranean data altogether unlike any that currently exist
today.
• The first application and most extensive utilization of autonomous robotic
survey. This work is the first to implement and deploy a team of robotic systems for
large-scale surveying of an underground environment. In addition, this work presents
empirical evidence showing that autonomous systems outperform human counterparts
in efficiency, data volume, and accuracy of subterranean survey.

7.3

Future Work

The work presented in this thesis successfully demonstrated performance improvements on
a robot that explores underground spaces; however, this work is just the beginning of fieldrobust subterranean robots. Future steps will include
• Further investigation of operational state exploration where, given a set of software
modules, the robot can autonomously explore new modes of operation and observe
the external effects;
• Application of machine learning methodology to the process observation data;
• Further investigation process sensors and the associated cost metrics;
• An introduction of computational resource reasoning whereby the robot chooses configurations within the resource bounds of its system
• An extension of this framework to reason about goals and provide the ability to alter
goals
• A continued exploration of the subterranean domain with an emphasis on new and
unseen characteristics
• A push for certification and acceptance of robots for active underground operations
such as mining
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